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The Light D t enamor
3F' it Ai. 2.7 3C SITM124T
J. B. THOMPSON Kasai's,
1111‘ NUB. 
Will leave sysasvine f Cassano& daily
except Sunday, at 8 o'eloek, a at, ataklageere
connections with the 0.„ R. N. A.B.
aetaraine, isa,-es cassettes dolly at II:Sep
es., Snaday exempted, and Ovressboro at 9 p. a.
8171111T THIS 0111.
Leaves Evassville as. a. situp
Leaves Owensboro.  a. slump
Fare SOO. for rowed trl es Iletailay, bet set
responalble for 8S01110 by the Seward,
BYRNES 8NYDIER, Agents
There were strong indications that
John Rudder), of New York, who on the
7th inst. broke his neck, will ultimately
recover. He is now at the Homteop-
ethic Hospital on Cumberland street,
where lie hall undergone an operation
which the surgeons think will make
him himself again> When taken to the
hospital he was in such agony that lie
was immediately etherized lied then the
head was twisted in many ways until
the bone snapped Into place. The head
of the patient has been placed in a plas-
ter cast and bound to the bed and a
weight placed at his feet to prevent the
possibility of a change of position that
might cause a return of dislocation.
A few nights ago the inhabitants for
several miles around Ninety-six, S. c.,
were aroused at about 10 o'clock by a
rumbling noise. A short time later the
noise became louder and the air was
filled with a moving black cloud.
Showers of bugs fell, covering the
ground in many places an inch deer.
Large pine tires were built, in which
many of the bugs Were destroyed. Ev-
ery night since, at exactly the same
hour, there lea similar occurrence. The
people now prepare for It by building
fires arid putting out vessels of water to
destroy the bugs as they fall. Prof.
Vandahuien has visited the place and
witnessed the phenomenon. He has
examined the bug, and say's he has nev-
er found it before in this country. It is
of a species peculiar to the southern part
of Africa. A few years ago they rained
down upon that country every night for
six months. The bugs are about the
size of the june bug, and are black and
rough, with long, pointed, gauzy wings.
It is harmless, and dies soon after touch-
ing the ground.
Princeton, Dense comity, Ark , is
thrown into great confussion by the in-
telligence of a double murder occurring
in the extreme southwestern part of that
county a night or two since. A family
by the name of Rogers was given notice
by some of the citizens to leave the
country within thirty days. They re-
fused to comply with the order and were
visited by a mob of armed men at the
expiriation of the thirty days. A num-
ber of the parties constituting the mob
went into the house and were in the act
of tying one of Mr. Roger.' son-in-law
when the Rogers boys escaped through
the back door. Several of the mob began
shooting at each other, which resulted
In the killing of one of the pursuers,
Thomas Walker by quire. Those in the
houite, after succeeding in capturing the
son-in-law, were returning with him
wheu they heard that a number of their
own party had been killed, when they
pushed the son-in-law out into the mid-
dle of the road and riddled him with bul-
lets. The party was W. A. Lee. No
arrests have yet been made, although
the sheriff of the county, with a large
posse, has gone to that section, deter-
mined to bring all the perpetrators to
justice.
Unless the governor again commutes
his sentence, William Patterson, found
guilty of complicity in the murder of
Jennie Bowman one year ago, will be
hanged to-morrow (Friday). While
waiting the governor's decision in the
case, Patterson has found a diversion in
discussing religion with his fellow-
prisoners. There are nine in all. Pat-
terson succeeded in converting seven of
them, and they agreed to hold two
prayer meetings every inee'ing day in
Pattereon's cell, which is the largest in
the section. The first one was held
Weikeeday morning. Patterson led In
prayer, and Joe Johnson, the colored
burglar, who is under a three-years
sentence, conducted the singing. The
little cot of the condemned man was
placed In the center of the cell and the
men knelt around it. All appeared
deeply impressed, and all were weeping
when the service* were concluded.
The two who did not take part in the
meeting sat on the railing outside and
played "seven-up" while it was going
on. The seven convert prisoners, how-
ever, paid no attention to them and
when they had finished their devotional
exercises they scattered about in the
corridors and sang religious song4.
0ov. Buckner has just granted Wm.
Patterson, the associate of Albert Tur-
ner in the Jennie Bowman murder at
Louisville, a further respite until June
12.
Gifts of Poison.
It is time that respectable merchants
combined with consinners for the Bop-
preesion of all gift, prize and lottery
*themes in connection with the sale of
articles of :merchandise. These schemes
are not only demoralizing to legitimate
business and to the morals of the com-
munity, but In the extent in which they
are being carried in the sale of articles
of food have become a source of great
danger to the public health. They are,
no matter in what form they appear,
more or lea, than devices to
lioneet and unsuspecting peo-
nothing
sw indle
pie-
It is gratifying to learn that in some
instances the officers of the law have
taken hold of the matter. In New
York, and also in Chicago, parties who
in this way offered gifts to purchasers
of their packages have recently been
arrested upon indictments for lottery
swindling. The latest candidates, both
for public execration and criminal pros-
ecution, are the manufacturers of the
alum beking powders, who are both, by
means of gifts and lottery tiekets, dis-
posing of large quantities of their cor-
rosively poisonous compounds, which
are PO well known to be detrimental to
heelth that no housekeeper will admit
them to her kitchen knowingly. This
form of swindle is 110t only beteg ped-
dled from house to house, but under the
promise of large profits to be realized,
the manufacturers are entrenching theni-
eelves behind the counters of many gro-
cers by getting them to offer the alum
goods with the gifts or lottery tickets at-
tached, thereby shifting the liability to
prosecution, in part, upon other, and
perhaps innocent parties. Every grocer
or dealer, for instance, who sells or of-
fers for sale any of the prize or lottery
baking powders is a criminal in the eye
of the law, and liable, upon conviction,
to line and imprisonment, while thou
who sell the gift goods are, morally, as
responsible, for they are offering an in-
ducement, or prize, to housekeepers to
use a food that contains a corrosive pois-
on. This is a predicament in which it
Is not possible our grocers will care to
place themselves when they come to
think seriously of the matter.
It must be borne in mind that every
one of these gift or prize baking pow-
ders are alum baking powders. These
powders cost less than four cents a
pound to produce; the gift or prize costs
but a few cente more. They are sold at
t14, price of a firet-clase baking powder,
811 that the swindle, in a commercial
sense, is enormous. But the chief in-
iquity of the business consists in selling,
as presumably wholesome, an article of
a positively injurious character, and by
means of gifts or bribes Inducing ser-
vants or unsuspecting housekeepers to
purchase and use it in our daily food.
There should be some prompt method
of reaching these dangerous practices
and punishing the parties engaged in
their promotion. If the present laws
are not ample, we commeud the matter
to the consideration of our State Board
of Health for recommendation of such
additional legislation as shall be effective
for the protection of the public.
l'rovide yourself with one of those
beautifully illustrated "New York Al-
manacs," which are to be 'sad for the
asking, at our drug stores. Ladies,
especially should not fail to get one.
THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
A Ifermenious toithering at Lexington.
Mckenzie, D niterson, Illendelek•
and Ilarele Elected Delegates-
nt-l.arg e.
The convention met for temporary or-
ganization promptly at 1 o'clock, Wed-
nesday, lion. E. l'olk Johnson, of
Louisville, being chosen temporary
chairman without opposition. Chair-
man Sharp, of the central committee,
called the convention to order and re-
cognized lion. Wilbur F. Browder, of
Russellville, who in a neat, well-spoken
epeech, nominated Col. Johnson. James
E. Stone, of Breckenridge, was made
secretary, and Clarence E. Egbert, of
Frankfort, and R. O'Molioney, Henry
Glenn, and the Democratic press rep-
resentatives were chosen assistants.
On motion of Mr. Thomas Sherley,
the newel' of the congressional districts
were called for the aeouncement of their
committeemen. The various districts
sent in the announcements of their
standing committees, that of the Second
district being 88 follows:
Vice President-J. A. Spalding.
Credentials-G. W. Norman.
Permanent organization-H. Prince.
Resolutions-Urey Woodson.
Chairman Johnson named the follow-
ing gentlemen in conjuction with those
named by the district delegations as
committeemen:
On resolutions-Wilbur ,F. Browder,
J. Procter Knott; Permanent organi-
zation-Matt. Walton, Lexington; Chas.
R. Long, Louisville; Credentiale-Wil-
more Kendall, of Morgan; William
Goebel, of Covington.
At the close of the call of the districts,
the convention took a recess till 4
o'clock.
afternoon session of the conven-
tion Was called to order at 4:15 by the
temporary chairman, who called for re-
ports from the standing committees.
No reports were ready, and while the
convention was waiting, Mr. Gus Rich-
ardson moved that the districts be called,
that the delegates and electors might be
called.
A the districts sent in their nomina-
tions, that of the second being:
Delegates-R. D. Vance, Henderson;
Peter Berry, Hopkins. Alternates-
Col. Doc Brown, Union; W. P. Baker,
Daviese.
Electors-R. W. Henry, Christian;
Assistant electors-R. W. McFarland,
Davieee; E. E. Hardin.
After the reading of the report of tlier6
committee on crededtiais calls were
made for speeches and the Hon. Henry
Watterson came forward and Nell ve red
one of his able and brilliant talks that
set the convention wild. At the close
of this speech the committee on perman-
ent organization made its report,naming
Hon. J. C. S. Blackburn, for perma-
nent chalrtran.
For secretary-James E. Stone, of
Breckenridge county.
Assistant secretaries-First district,
Clint Leigh; Second district, Urey
Woodson; Third district, John L. Stout;
Fourth district, J. W. Hopper; Fifth
district, Walter P. Emerson; Sixth dis-
trict, M. D. Gray; Seventh district,
Walter K. Scott; Eighth district, W. 1'.
Walton; Ninth district, R. W. Harris ;
Tenth district,E. P. Caldwell; Eleventh
district, J. M. Brent. Also the assistant
secretaries of the temporary orgnniza-
"lih' 'ey suggested that the headquarters
of the state central committee be at the
city of Lexington, and that the 
li 
follow-
nirigttgee:ntlemen shall constitute the com-
M. C. Alford, Lexington, chairman ;
P. P. Johnson, Lexington.
Louis Strauss, Lexington.
John R. Allen, Lexington.
It. S. Bullock, Lexington.
Ben Johnson, Bardstown.
Charles J. Helm, Newport.
Chtrles R. Long, Louisville.
William B. Haldeman, Louisville.
The the following gentlemen shall
constitute the state executive committee:
First district-John R. Kemp, Clic-
ton Lid.set, 
Second district-Not changed.
Third district-Not changed.
Fourth district-Not changed.
Fifth district-Not changed.
Sixth district-J. Rod l'erry,Warsaw.
Seventh district-Not changed.
Eighth district-Not changed.
Ninth district-Not changed.
Tenth district-John 1'. Salyars, Mt.
S
IleingUth district-George T.
terling. 
Glasgow.
The report was received, the commit-
tee discharged and President Black-
burn escorted to the chair. He was
greeted by a burst of applause that
shook the roof arid entertained the au-
dience by one of those eloquent flights
E. P.O.
Don't waste time and money and un-
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian l'ile Ointment will
afford instant relief and certain cure in
every case of blind, bleeding, itching,
Internal and external piles. Mangum
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturer,
Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents and $1 per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
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Lot Us Whisper la You!
"PUT MONEY IN THY PURSE"
Iago said it, Cunning Iago !
"PUT MONEY IN THY PURSE !"
We choose this motto because ours is a
Strictly Cash Business!
We buy for cash. We sell for cash, We GET
DISCOUNTS for cash purchases. We
GIVE these DISCOUNTS on
cash sales. WE should have
to pay for it if we pur-
chased on credit. We
are able to
11317VITIE) 7irC0‘.1 21ffcm.aev3r
in cash sales because you enable us to save
money by cash purchases. Our motto
is as good for you as for us:
MONEY SAVED IS SIONEY EARNED!
We not only advise you but we help you to
Put Money in Your Purse.
Bassett & Co.,
Wreckers of High Prices,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
LIPSTINE'S WEEKLY
WORTH 1,000!
TESTIMONIAS OF HON. PAL 'Lk, OF
BERIEN COUNTY.
Would Not Tale $1,000 for It-Be-
net-0d of Fifteen Years' Suffering
Front Dyspepsia.
ALAPAHA, Ga., Jtitie 22, 1587.-11. B.
B. Company, Atlanta, Ga.-Gentlemen:
I had suffered from that terrible disease,
dyspepoia, for over fifteen years, and
during that time tried everything I
could hear of, and spent over three
hundred dollars in doctors' bills, with-
out receiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
nally, after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, • friend recommended B. B. B.
(Botanic Blood Balm), and I began
using it; not, however, expecting to be
benefitted. After using half a bottle 1
was elitisfied that I was being benefitted,
and when the sixth bottle was taken I
felt like a new man. I would not take
$1,000 for the good it has done me; in
fact, the relief I derived from it is price-
less. I firmly believe that I would have
died had I not taken it.
Respectfully, etc.,
THOMAS l'•UL.S.
For the blood, Use B. B. B. •
For scrofula, use B. B. B.
For catarrh, use B. B. B.
For rheumatism, use B. B. B.
For kidney troubles, use B. B. B.
For skin disease, use B. B. B.
For eruptions, use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who has used B.
B. B. of its merits. Get our book free
filled with certificates of wonderful
cures.
SPECIAL.
All who desire full information about
the cause and cure of Blood P01110118,
Scrofula or Scrofulous Swellings, Ulcers,
Sores, Rheumatism, Kidney Complaints,
Catarrh, etc., can secure by mail free, a
copy of our 32-page Illustrated Book of
Wonders, tilled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address, Bum) BALM Co.
Atlanta, Ga.
111111101111MCIRDENTED ATTU SCTIOSII
10 over half a Million Distributed!
I CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
L.S.L.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP''
 
 incorporated by the Legislature in left, for
Educational and Charitable purpose*, and its
franchise made a part of the present Stine Coo -
stit iition, in WE by an overwhelming popular
vote
Its Drawl Slagle Number Draw.
lairs take place monthly, and the grand tjuar-
terly Drawings regularly every three months
(March. June September and Deceniber ,
Market Report
MONDAY -
TUESDAY -
SIMI 1
Quality high. Prices Firm with a strong ten-
dency to lower. Demand good.
[ Spring Goods in great demand. Our new
-j stock is a regular "eye opener. Prices a little
lower.
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY -
FRIDAY
Clothing lower. Big drop of 10 per cent. Now
is the time to buy.
No change. Low prices still rule. Quality as
high as ever. Buy to-day.
1 Ladies' Millinery was given a lively raid. No
change from our reFular low prices. Hurry
I if you want good choice.
I Prices down to lowest notch. Struck bottom.
I Safe to buy large quantities to-day. Bargains
SATURDAY in all lines never equaled. We intend to keepI I selling all season on to-day's basis. Of course
1. you're with us. Will be glad to see you at
IKE LIPSTINE 3Et.cocsixies 21Ct Oka%I 1%Tizttli. Eillariebert.
•••
Grand Summer Opening!
A T
PYE &WALTON'S.
17 New goods arriving daily. Our eastern11 buyer has made arrangements with leading IVili manufacturers to keep us supplied with all17 the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we il, will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hay- 1ing very light expenses and buying for three I
large clothing houses, we are enabled to
't "scoop" all the bargains. We can furnish 4
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and tauar•
terlyly Drawings of the 1.014161110a State Lot'
Wry Company, and In person manage and con-
trol the Dra w i nee the moil v ea, sod that the sitme
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached, in its adver-
tisements."
CoutiatIssl•aers.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all l'ritee drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may he presented at our wen-
ters
IC M. WALNIRLET.
Pres. Louisiana National Hank.
P. LAN AUX,
Pres. State National Bank.
A. WALDRAIN.
Pres. New Orientals National Hank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. retina Nallanal Bask.
Grand Quarterly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday,. June 12, 1588.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100,000 Tickets al Twenty Dollars
each. Halves $10; iqviartere SS:
Topeka $2; Twentieth• • l•
LIST OF PRIZILli.
PRIZE OF 0300,000 is 51100.0110
" of 100,u00 is 100.005 
of 60.000 is 80,600
" of 23,000 is 23 000
PRIZES OF 10.060 are . 10.000
of 5,000 are . 1.3,000
" of 1,000 are ... 15,001
" of 500 are . AO,. 00
" of 000 are 50,000
of WU are .. 100,000
PPROXISIATION PRIZES:
Prizes of 8500 aitproxiaa this to
1500.000 Prize are  $50,000
Prizes of POO ap:droximatiag to
8100,000 Prize are 90,000
Prizes of 4100 a pure:Ltitle' to
$50,000 Prize are . .. 20,000
TRIM IN•L MTh.
$1001,000 Prizes of OC decided by $ 00,000
Prize are $100,000
1,000 Prizes of MO decided by $100,000
Prize are 100.000
EMS prizes amounting to 10,058,00S
For Club Rates, or any further information
=
II lathe undersigned. Your handwriting
illtdiegiamst mid sWetelluse plats Mere
urapid return mail deliver will be assred by
your enclosing an envelope hearing your full
address.
Send PosEllN otes. Kepees Malley Orlisids or
New York agchange in oeligary letter ate-
rency by egress at our ex penes) add resets 1.
M. A. DAUPHIN,
Now Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN, '
Washington, D.0
•ddrese Registered Letters to
R NEW OLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans. L.s.
15
100
301/
SOO
100
100
100
R151EIBER That t,11: Li=agaiwoct
15.1 r, are in .dullege NI the draw lop,
Is a geaffanteeof abesluteftirness and integrity,
that the chances MO 1111 equal, and that no one
can possibly &vim w hat numbews will draw a
Prize.
K EWE NI111 Ella that the poymmit of Prises
is •12,itst4ll. la HT FOLK NA.
TI ON A L MUMS of New' Orleans. sod the
Tickets are signed by the Presideot of as In-
stitution, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed is the bigbest Court.; therefore, beware of
any imitation.or anonymous schemes.
i1 
Fine Clothing Made to Order
-Li and guaranteed to fit, or no sale Coml and
111 see us at our
OIE PRICE CASH ROHN ST011,41
1
2 Doors From Bank of litvkinsville.
Xi. 431/1.1174:7318141111.11C".
JMitriMI_MIR/T.
taws RNA. Well Assorted. Priees Low. Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
SUER fAILS, TO CURE.
5 rPAIKS OAS RKEIN4I5A
... /),ND ALL DISEASES Of
*MO KO BEAST •
7KAT CAN BE REACHED BY AN
tySt.k14At iikC:0'. 160
a
4
cSO CATS iir-,30Trit t
Oil is.
ah4TEOL! linttE
,,,,,,,. rtil3 OF V1E6
HCIDGVAlit124!;it' it.Stl.
CM/ -0414 1,15L00ii.
op( P•14 • .. 11‘ 
•• It: It. C '.:
M THL MT /0J= CVREAN
Wilt Yoltatildni ey Mangum
----- 341.D vititiViii. f FtE.: j 
topE.Bri NI Dcirt NED rn
RAO nt-AsrsluiliK;(Y
FOR SA LE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
CONDENSED NEWS.
Fire at • Hiseville, Tuesday morning,
destroyed the post-office and half a
dozen other buildings. Loss $20,000;
partly insured.
An american consul was murdered in
New Zealand recently by the natives.
They had rtquested him to arbitrate a
matter and he attempted to do so when
he was attacked and murdered.
John Curry and John Liffey, two of
a party of five who were returning home
to Keokuk, lo., by boat in a drunken
condition, were drowned by having the
boat overturned in the middle of tiOe
river.
Both houses of the general assembly
at Baton Rouge, La., Wednesday,
elected Hon. Randall L. Gibson as
United States senator tosucceed himself.
There was no choice for the second
place.
George Washington Ewing, a mem-
ber of the Confeilerete Congress, tiled
at his home near Adairville, Ky., Satur-
day morning. He was 80 years old.
He was at one time prominent In Ken-
tucky politics.
Jas. Taylor, a Mew York drummer, fell
from‘the fifth to the ground -floor of the
Ptilmer house, Chicago, Tuesday. Ile
clutched at the banisters as he fell and
by ME amens slowed up sufficiently to
alight with comparative ease.
A nine year old son of Col. Jno. R.
Williamson, who resides near Fancy
Bluffs, Ga., shot and killed his six year
old brother In cold blood Wednesday.
When questioned as to the cause the
youthful murderer only replied "what's
the good of a brother anyway."
John F. Flatlord has advertised in the
Knoxville papers for three girls who
are miss!tig from Jonesboro, Tenn.
They are Martha Flatford, aged 15, Sal-
lie Anderson, aged 12 and Ella Smith,
aged 14. They were lut seen at a
spring near Jonesboro with a young
man named Weaver. The Smith girl is
from Louisville, Ky.
James Wafer was blown to pieces and
James Deartnond and Thomas Lawton
were seriously injured at Stockton,
N. J., Friday morning by the explosion
of a magazine at Twining's quarries,
containing 300 kegs of powder and a lot
of dynamite. All the houses at Pratte-
vine were ruined and many houses at
Stockton damaged. People on the
streets in 'Stockton and in house were
prostrated by the shock.
Thursday night at plattemouth, Neb.,
a Pinkerton man employed by the Bur-
lington road, while passing from the
depot to the postoffice, was attacked by
several Brotherhood engineers. He shot
Pete Rogers fatally and started to run
with a crowd after him yelling "hang
him." The Pinkerton man shot again,
the bullet passing through the leg of a
man named Kane. The detective ran
toward the river and escaped. Great
excitement prevail, at Plattsmouth.
tjuite a sensation was caused Tuesday
afternoon at Lexington, when it was
announced that the box of Bookmaker
Riley that was stolen from the l'hurnix
Hotel haul been found. Edward Green,
an employe of the Chesapeake & Ohio
railroad,. discovered a box in an old
ware-rcom in the rear of the livery
stable of Treacy & Wilson, which proved
to be that of Stirs Riley. It contained
checks to the amount of $2,120. On in-
vestigation it was found that the box
had been broken open, and the money
amounting to about $4,000, taken there-
from.
Judge Lync:i came very near making
an end of Uinplireys, a negro, who was
arrested Thuntslay for an assault upon a
little girl at Columbus, 0. He was
bound over to court, and when taken to
jail his identity became known to the
other prisoners, who at once attacked
him in a vicious manner. After throw-
ing him into a bath tub and ne trly
drownieg him, the prisoners secured a
rope, placed it around his neck and
dragged him about the corridors, end-
ing the performance by drawing him
up from the floor. The brute would
undoubtedly have been strangled to
to death before the j4i1 officers arrived
had not one of the prisoners cut the
rope.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Sarah Green, a white woman
forty year of age, was arrested at Padu-
cah, Thursday afternoon by United
tatee officers, and locked up In jail.
She has been living there for several
weeks, and came there from Dover,
Tenn. Some month's ago she obtained
a pension certificate, with $1150 arrear-
age, from the government as a soldier's
widow. It IA alleged that the whole
thing was a fraud, and that while her
husband served in the Federal army in
a Tennessee regiment, he neither died in
service nor anywhere else, but is alive
and well to-day, having a good time on
his widow's pension money. Mrs.
Green was taken back to Tennessee Fri-
day for trial. She laughed at the officers
when they took her into custody.
The delegates to the Republican state
convention have left Alabama taking
their boodle with them and leaving noth-
ing behind them but a very unsavery
reputation. 'fbeir disgraceful conduct,
their open charges against each other of
fraud and bribery and violent personal
attacks disgusted even the decent part
of the colored delegates. After the
meeting had formally adjourned a few of
the Blaieeites got up a mock meeting
and passed resolutions instructing Ala-
bama'', delegated for Blaine. The com-
plexion, however, is eight for Blaine,
twelve for Sherman. The better part of
the white Republicans, sueli as Lewis
Parsons, Jr., are -disgusted and avow
never to come to a state Republican
convention again, composed of such
purchasab!e material.
There seems to be brewing another
asylum sensation at Lexington over the
loss Of $500 at that institution by Treas-
urer Eastin on the llth inst. Since the
money was missing that friday after-
noon the public lies been anxious to
know who the suepected parties are, but
the counnisaiouere have kept their
mouthe elitit about the matter, and there
seems to be no way in which the facts
can he learned, unless the grand jury
tikes cognisance of the case and makes
an investigation. Rumors are afloat
that some rich developments, involving
a gentleman that had stood high in the
oommunity, will be brought out should
the grand jury examine Into the matter.
SUNIIIIIILD LAW 11.KeTit KEes (nine
weekly, baria 11th July, lien, and end i 8th liep.
'ember. Have proved of signal use,-Ist, to
studentz who design to pursue their studies at
leis or other Law School, Id to tome who pro-
pose to read privalely; and lal, to practitioners
who have not hail the advantage of systematic
lestruction. For circular apply (1'. 0 Univer-
sity of Vs to dons It. MI xoe, Prof. Corn. and
tat . Law.
of oratory that have made him famous.
Vt hen Chairman Blackburn took his
seat, the Committee on Resolutions
made its report, WhiCil Was adopted as
read. It is as follows.
Democrats of Kentucky reaffirm-
ing their allegiance to the principles
enibodied in previous party platforms,
state and national, de especially de-
clare:
First-Their unqualified confidence in
the administration of Grover Cleveland,
president of the United States, and
unflagging devotion to the doctrines
laid down in Isis last annual message to
congress; and tt- P-Itietruct their del-
egates to the National Democratic Con-
vention to vote as a unit for his renomi-
regard all exactions
nastieoeno
-nd_They 
from the people, rower guise of taxa-
tion, beyond what may be necessary to
defray the legitimate expenses of the
Gevermuent, honestly and economically
administered, as legalized robbery ; and
the settled policy of the Republican
party to subsidize special industries by
ubjust and oppressive bouritiee levied
mainly upon the necessaries of lite
meets with their determined (sondem-
nalil liinrUI-They indorse the proposal of
the way, and mean, couituittee, known
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Thompson, J. C. S. Blackburn, J. A.
McKenzie, J. W. Hendrick and W.1'.
Welch. Messrs. Carlisle, Beck, Black-
burn and Lindsay were afterwards with-
drawn and the voting began.
The following Was the result: Wetter-
son, 6221, ; Harris, 413 11-14; Hendrick,
465 2 3; Knott, 2'202a; McKenzie, 543
1-3; Breckinridge, 2821-,; Thompeon,
309,14; Welch, 107; Lindsay, 16; Bur-
ton, 4.
Upon the announcement of the este
it developed that a misunderstanding
existed as to how the auocessful candi-
dates were to be indicated. A parlia-
mentary wrangle of serious proportions
was about to Involve the convention in
an endless muddle, when the clear brain
and parliamentary skill of W. C. Owens
hewed a way out, and the four receiving
the largest number of votes was declared
elected delegate*, and the next highest
four alternates.
A motion to adjourn by a delegate
from Christian who was getting hungry,
it then being 10 o'clock, was defeated
and on motion of Mr. Meade, the elec-
tion of electors for the state-at-large
was gone into. The following gentle-
men were nominated, and voted on:
Claude M. Thomas!, of Bourbon; John
S. Rhea, of Logan; T. F. Hallam, of
Kenton, and John II. Welch. The vote
au taken, with this result: Thomas
4421,, Rhea 5141,, Hallam 2741,, Welch
181,2. Messrs. Rhea and Thomas
were declared the electors and Messrs.
Hallam and Welch the assistants.
A resolution recommending General
Black for the vice.presideucy was tabled.
A motion to adjourn was carried, and
the moot harmonious convention, per-
haps, ever held in Kentucky was at an
end.
PRYOR FOR •PPELLATZ JUDGE.
TIIC appellate convention for the Sec-
ond district met at the court-house
Wednesday morning at 11 o'clock.
There was a full attendance of delegates
and a large concourse of spectators in
attendance. lion. D. L. Thornton, of
Versailles. was called to the chair and
accepted it in a well timed and instruc-
tive address. Lieutenant Gov. Bryan,
in a few well chmen remark* nomina-
ted William S. Pryor, the preaest in-
cumbent, and he was MAO Imously nom-
inated.
Cincinnati's Centennial.
A notable event will be inaugurated
on the 4th of next July in Cincinnati-
one that will attract the attention of the
entire country. This is the Centennial
Exposition of the Ohio Valley and cen-
t 'states, held for the purpose of fitting-
ly celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the first white settlement of the great
northwestern territory. It is a grand
Idea, and preparations have been in
progress for over a year past to render
It worthy ot its inspiration.
The citizees of Cincinnati inspired
with this idea, willingly taxed them-
selves a million dollars by subscribing
to a guarantee fund-a guarantee that
the exposition should be an honor to
the city. With part of this ample sum,
magnificent buildings have been con-
structed in which to exhibit the thous-
ands of articles from all over the country
for which space has been secured.
These structures supplemented the
permanent one that coot over a million
of dollars, and known all over the world
as the Springer MUSIC Hall, and in which
annual Industrial displays have been
he1,1 for the past dozen years.
The exposition is not a local affair; an
associate commission, with its governor
as chairman, has been organized in each
of eleven states, the object being to
make separate state exhibits from each.
These are Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Illi-
nois, West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
.Kansas, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin and
fennessee. In conjunction with these
"Uncle Sam" has promised a rare show
by the general Government, consisting
of innumerable treasures
Washington Smithsonian
and the Fish Commission.
The entire exhibiting space represents
nearly a million square feet-this ex-
clusive of the large auditorium of the
Music Hall (capable of holding 8,000
people), which will be used for spectac-
ular, theatricals and operatic attractions
using the immense stage, which is one
of the largest if not the largest; in the
world.
from the
Institute
State Inspector and Examiner.
It is a fact, says the Owensboro Inqui-
rer, that Governor Buckner has tendered
to Mr. Reuben A. Miller, of that city,
the pmition of state inspector and ex-
aminer, the new office created by the
last legislature. As there has been no
official action in the matter as yet, Mr.
Miller, when questioned on the subject,
said lie was not at liberty to answer any
queries.
It may, however, be Set down as a
fact that such an arrangement is in con-
templation. The office of inspector and
examiner is to be tilled and the gover-
nor wants either Secretary of State Matt
Adams, or Mr. Miller, to accept it. If
Adams accepts it, Mr. Miller will be ap-
pointed secretary of state. Should the
present secretary prefer to hold on to
his place in the cabinet, Mr. Miller will
ho eppoi lard inspector.
The new office pays $3,000 a year.
The inspector is required to examine all
the state offices and the institutions sup-
ported by the state, or in which the
state has an interest. He is allowed to
have an assistant arid is expected to
make his headquarters at Frankfort.
as the bill, as a fair, conserva-
tive and practical measure of revenue
reform, and applaud the course of their
representatives in congress in giving
it a unanimous and hearty support.
Fourth-They deprecate SPCtI011111 ag-
itation, and denounce the eflOrte of the
Republican party to destroy the nuton-
only of tire several states and concen-
trate all political power in a centralized
government, by their repeated inter-
terence with state elections, and other
nva gismo of their reserved rights, to re
new factional strife among the people,
and to remand a large portion of the
U Ilion to the corrupt methods of the era
of reconstruction.
Fifth-They cordially endorse the ad-
nun ietration of Gov. Bui•kner as emi-
nently wise, patriotic land !gateman-
like, anti worthy of the commendation
and confidence of the people.
Short speeches were then made by
Judge Wm. Lindsay, Jas. A. McKenzie,
Gov. Buckner, Senator Ilarrie and
Lieut. Gov. Bryan. At the conciiiiiiot
of Bryan's speech, it was moved to go
into the election, of delegates to the con
vention for the state at large. Some
confusion attended the settling of the
method by which this should be done
Finally, it was agreed that the counties
should vote for four candidates, and
after each vote the name having the
smallest number of votes ehould be
dropped, until four remained, who
should be declared elected.
The following names were then placed
n nomination : Henry Wetter SOB, W
C. P. Breckinridge, Proctor Knott,
William Lindsay, John D. Harris, John
G. Carlisle, James B. Beck, Henry
Tribute.
The following is from the Louisville
Times: '1'lle many friends of the two
families will be pained to learn of the
death of Mrs. Frances Clark, daughter
of Mr. Chiles T. Barker, of Christian
county, and wife of Mr. Morris Clark,
of Clarksville, Tenn., which sad event
occurred at the residence of her father
on the 1501. The deceased was one of
the beautiful twin girls, Fanny and
Susie Barker, who on several occasions
visited friends here and attracted much
attention by their beauty, vivacity and
striking similarity, their nearest rela-
tives and most intimate friend's finding
it difficult to distinguish one from the
other. A little more than a year ago they
were married under the same ceremony,
and death hae come thus early to mar
the pleasant promise elf that auspicious
event, removing the lovely young wife
and mother at the ea:Iy age of twenty-
two years.
Polk Positively Will Not.
The last issue of the Henderson News
contains the following letter:
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 10.
BRN. HARRISON, E54.4.
MY Dice It am in receipt of nu-
merous letters asking me to be a candi-
date for congress.
1 had hoped that my letter to Provi-
dence friends would be a finality to the
question of my candidacy. I am not a
candidate anti under no circumstances
will I be. What I said in my letter o
declination 1 meant, and 1 hope my
friends will 40 understand it,
Thanking my marry friends for their
many kindnesses to me, and hoping this
will be a lull answer, to all petitions and
letters requesting rue to make the race
for congress, I am
Yours truly,
l'OLE LAPP007.4.
For the Tri-Affeekly New Era
"suntan.
"If a Druid priest discovered inspuetoe grow-
ing upon an oak he severest it with a wades
knife; a festival was held under the tree, sad
two null white bulls were offered as a 'seri-
flee."-fisme.
Staudt*, to-day beneath this oak tree's shade;
Whose great limbs feed the lusty mistletoe.
1 seem to see dark forme move to and fro
J• Lim recesses of a tweet glade;
And one doth hold aloft a golden blade.
And others follow lades with green leaves,
Awl in their midst, two milk white bulls with
wreath's
Of mistletoe about their horns, and bald
upon the gray stone altar Strewed ksile:
And now ia sacred dance the ewes doss
About the spot where serried tartlet;
Arid now the vision fades, tied overhead
The sky with thinnest keve-lipt glows
Before whose face dark superstition fled
INONAN C koc [Err.
THE TURNPIKE COMPANY.
Some Dissatisfaction Among the Sub-
scribers-What has Been Done.
Hearing there was trouble brewing
between the directors and some of the
subscribers to the Turnpike Company,
a Neu ERA reporter set out to get to the
bottom of the matter.
When the question of building the
pikes was first started and subscrIptioat
solicited, it seems that several persons
subscribed to the stock conditionally-
that is, they would give so much if the
roads leading out by their property were
piked. These conditions were made
orally and not placed in writing on the
stock book at all. After a board of di-
rectors had been elected calls for a cer-
tain per cent. of the subscriptions were
made. These, probably were paid, but
as the directors failed to pike certain
roads on which these subscribers lived
they refused to pay the next call, saying
their subscription was conditional.
The directory decided that they would
only pike two roads-the Fairview and
Palmyra-leaving all the rest, and as' a
consequence the subscribers who lived
on other roads refuse to pay their sub-
scriptions. Suit has been brought by
the company to force payment, but it is
likely that the matter will be com-
promised.
There are several cues where it
would be impossible to nollect the sub-
scriptions unless the roads leading by
subscribers' houses were piked, though
the conditions are not written on the
book.
When the scheme was first agitated It
was the general belief that the roads
leading toward the I. A. & T. would all
be piked and the work pushed rapidly,
but for some cause this has never been
done. The New ERA believes the di-
rectory made a mistake in roads and
that instead of piking the Fairview and
Palmyra they should have piked those
leading to the I. A. it T. What
the people want is something that will
offset the disadvantages brought about
by the railroad and these two roads cer-
tainly will not do that. The trade from
those sections naturally comes here; that
from the other does not.
There is now $1 miles of pike on
the Fairview road. This cost, in-
cluding toll houses and halts, $19,005.87.
On the Palmyra road there will be only
five miles of pike and when completed
this will cost about $12,000. The com-
pany does not intend to build any more,
unless the farmers take more interest
and help them out. About $80,000 was
subscribed; of this amount about $31,000
has been expended. The directors oaf-
that stock for this amount will be issued
and that no call for the remainder will
be made.
What at first promised to be a :great
thing for Hopkinsville and what would
have been a great thing* had the first
plans been carried out, has dwindled to
nothing, and worse than nothing for the
pikes already built have been the means
of creating ill-feeling. Had the com-
pany built a line of pikes in every di-
rection for eight or ten miles from this
town to-day trade would have been 25
per cent. better. The building of
only five miles on each road would work
great harm to us and would be bitterly
opposed by the NEW ERA. It would
wall us in completely. It would take
the same team to haul a load of wheat a
mile and a half through the mud to the
beginning of the pike as it would five
miles, hence the farmers would, instead
of taking the mud and paying the toll to
come here would at once go to the rail-
road.
Musical Concert.
The concert given by Mists Lillian
I.eavell's musical class at the Methodist
church Tuesday night was an interest- .
ing one and was quiSe well attended.
The pupils acquitted themselves with
much credit and eviisced the superior
training received. The following was
the program rendered:
I. Song-Weleome To-night Class.
I Instrumental Mu.sic--lionic, Sweet
Home," Katie Bradshaw and Rich'd Perry
7. Re -nation . .By Little Sam Reese
4. Reettation-••W hat the little folks can do '' •
5 lustrumenial Onet--Juhilee Galop." .
Katie Bradshals and larrie Moss
Thesechildren are only ten years and have
onl.i taken nine mouths.
u. Recitation-"Care"  Ora Stith
7. Instrumental Trio-"West End Polka,"
Misses Pyle, Wieree and Senabach
Recitation-"The Days of the Week,"
...... ..... 
Seven Little Girls
C instrumental soio-"La Tonrteralle"
 
 
Miss May Stewart.
10. Song-“TheChilel's Prayer" . 
 
Levi. Thomas and Carrie Moss
11. Recitation . By Five Small Boys
12. Instrumental .
.Miss Lucy Thomas
13. Reading Miss Nora Stark
4. Song ..... By the Little routs
IS. lu,truniental no10-"il Trovatore"
. ....... 
Miss May Stewart
16. Vocal Deet-'7..sed of the Swallows"
. . 
Misses Williams and McDaniel
17. 1 netrumenta 1 Duet-"The Race
Course," .. Misses Zilll mer and I. nom be
Recitation-"Jack Chttly," MiseMay Yeland
Is. Instrumental Solo-"Old Folks at
Home,"  Miss May Stewart
ke. 'Vocal Solo  Miss Williams
21. Instrumental Sole-!'Twinkle Little
Star," Miss Cells Hanna
22. itecitation-'1110Clase's Child" .
. .......... .Miss F Fairleigh
tl. Voc.il solo .. .... Katie Melia", lei
24. Instrumental SOlo-trWaking of the
Lion," . . Miss Lucy Thomas
25. Song-"The Evening Breeze'
M. Instrumental Duet. .
.Misse*Thomas and Hausa.
At last ex-Senator McDonald has
received something from the democratic
party of Indiana. He lime a grievance.
A Sweet Opera Singer Strikes a High
Note.
Hearing that a member of the Carlton
Opera Company, which delighted Chi-
cago audiences with comic opera, held
one-twentieth of ticket No. s2,114, which
drew $50,000 in the March drawing of
the Louisiana State Lottery, a Traveler
representative was informed that Miss
Clara Wisdom was the fortunate person.
Calling ether hotel, Miss Clara Wisdom,
who is a very attractive young lady of
twenty-two, and whose voice and *man-
ners are quite as charming as her appear-
ance, said: "I held one-twentieth of
ticket No. 82,114 which drew $50,000 in
the March 13th drawing of the Louisiana
State Lottery Co. The Carlton Opera
Company was en route to Denver,
and at Ogden a vender came Into our
car, and remembering a five dollar gold-
piece which I had' found in Los Angeles,
I thought I would invest. Well, it
didn't win the largest prize but it has
broughime $2,500 which will assist my
memory wooderfully.-Chicago (Ill.)
Arkansaw Traveler, April 7.
Mr. Blaine's nomination for the pres-
idency in 1584 was "in the air and sun-
shine," according to an eminent Repub-
lican. The idea of his renomination 10
1881i is based on mere moonshine.
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There are some very nervous people
hereabouts; one has but to shoot out the
back door to hear a squeal.
The reeolutions adopted by the Lex-
ington convention speak for themselves.
They are short, but straight to the point.
The Tennessee Republicans- want
Blaine and Blaine they will have. The
plumed knight captured the entire dele-
gation at the recent state convention.
It must have been galling to the Re-
publicans to see the harmony that pre-
vailed throughout the entire eession of
the convention at Lexington.
The clique is getting very uneasy ;
'they know not how to tight such a
square, honest. straightforward, fault-
less, busineae men as Maw West.
Cleveland and tariff reform was the
cry of the Democrats in convention at
Lexington. Every mention of that
leader's name was the signal for pro-
longed applause.
Will Henry proposes t& make it hot
for the elector who speaks against him
in this district. He says he intends to
take in every county and give the Re-
publicans hot shot on every side.
The Caldwell Courier, published at
Princeton, has made its appearance. It
is sufficient comment on the paper to
say that it is published by that old and
experienced newspaper man, R. M.
W neon.
Mr. T. H. Roberts, of Owensboro, has
been appointed Republican elector for
the Second congreseional district, vice
W. E. Bouriand, resigned. This knocks
out John Feland, Jr., but he ought to be
thankful.
The ring Is not exactly as strong and
perfect a circle as it was some days ago.
It has received some mighty hard knocks
and is beginning to look like It had
been trod upon. This is but the begin-
ning of the end.
The clique is in a bad way ; It is
frightened; great drops of perspiration
stand out on its forehead; ite kne*s are
trembling; It is getting delirous; fatal
symptoms are revealing themselves.
May the Lord deal gently with it.
That editorial on the "sheriff's office"
was quite disastrous in its results.
People who do not even hold office are
complaining. It is quite remarkable
the number of people in thie town who
wear shoes of the game size.
The L. it N road wants $30,000 from
the people of this county for the build-
ing of a branch line from this point to
Gracey. According to Civil Engineer
Robinette's figures it will only cost
$32,000 to grade, bridge and tie the road
to that point.
Judge McPherson is making an ex-
cellent record on the bench, the bar all
?toeing highly pleased with him. Ile is a
safe and conservative man, well up on
all law points, and deserves re-election
at the hands of the people. The clique
is dead agin him, of course.
Claude M. Thomas, recently elected
elector for the state-at-large, is spoken
of as a young man of considerable abili-
ty. He was the daddy of the celebrated
Thomas bill, which was so effectually
laid in the shade. It is sincerely to be
hoped that Claude will not be so unfor-
tunate as hie little pet.
The New ERA 18 complacently Await-
ing the charge of the court-houee clique
on the good people of the county. Ere
long it expects to hear the battle cry,
and see the hallowed "bloody-shirt"
hoisted aloft. The party laah will be
applied vigorously, but in vain. The
good Republicans of the county have
enough of ring-rule and propose to sit
down on the leaders.
There is any amount of railroad news
in the air now. If you don't like one,
take another. Before a decielon ia made
on the part of any one all the various
schemes, propoeitions, etc., should be
thoroughly digested. Look well into
the propoeition of the L. tt N., as well
as to the prospecta of the Chicago Oz.
Gulf. This is what the New Etta pro-
poses to do before it commite
The Republicans in the north end of
the county say they are tired of voting
for men who do not represent their
ideas of office-holders. They want- a
man who is a businese man, who is a AO-
ber man, who will attend faithfully to
the duties of his office, who will be
guarded, yet fearleart in the performance
of hie dutiee. Such a man is Morse Weet
and they have decided to support him.
The Louisville Times says that there
ie a distreseing rumor abroad to the ef-
fect thst ex-Gov. Knott and his ex-Sec-
retary of State McKenzie are barely
speaking as they pees by. To the elec-
tion of the latter and the defeat of the
former as a delegate to the St. Louis
convention la accredited thie blackberry
winter of discontent now said to be blow-
ing through the whiskers of theee for-
mer mid-summer friends. Thia is
dreadful, if true.
There is to be some sort of a meeting
on June 2d in Madisonville to decide as
to the manner of selecting a candidate
for congress. Trouble' for nothing;
the candidate has already been se-
lected. Of course if the executive com-
mittee desire a holiday that is as good
an excuse as any other to get it, but
really the only thing they can do is to
go there and decide that a man shall be
the Democratic candidate who has the
race already won. But custom's rigor-
ous demands must be satisfied.
In all the discussion about the negro
problem in the South, Senator Wade
Hampton, of South Carolina, bee hith-
erto maintained silence. But he has now
written for the Forum an article, which
will appear in the June number, where-
in he gives a resume of the experience
of South Carolina when the state gov-
ernment was in the control of the ne-
groes. It Is a frank and strong state-
ment of the southern convictions about
o supremacy in politica.
Gsv. Buckner has appointed the fol-
lowiug gentlemen railroad commiseion-
ers, subject to the future advice and cot:-
sent of the senate, and to take effect
from this date, viz : Ignatius A. Spald-
ing el Union county, for the first supe-
rior court district; W. B. Fleming ot
Louisville, for the eecond district, and
John S. Heger of Ashland, for the third
district. The appointments leave but
one of the old board, Mr. Spalding, and
retire Judge ThoMpeon of Lebanon, and
J. D. Young of Bath county. The last
legislature failed to abolish the commis-
sion, or in any way charge Its functions,
and the new commission will continue
to operate under the old law, which is
simply adviaory aa regards accommoda-
tions between shippers and railroads.
The fact that the New York Sun is
oppoeed to the nomination of Cleveland
at St. Louis will have about as much
effect as the opposition of the Hopkins-
ville court-houire riug. It has been pre-
dicted in these coluuins that the Sun
would sooner or later announce lee op-
position to Cleveland, a. it has been ap-
parent all along that its editor was not
at all in sympathy with the administra-
tion. The Sun has always been noted
for its erratic and contrary ways and
this move is not at all a surprise. In
the last election the Sun bitterly op-
posed Cleveland and attempted his de-
feat by supporting Butler, but some-
how or other Cleveland got there
There is only one man that our erre&
contemporary can be relied on to sup-
port for more than three months at a
time and that is Chas. A. Dana.
Whenever a Kentuckian is billed to
speak in either of the houses of con
gress there is always a full attendance
and the country generally awaits wit!
eager interest the arrival of the morning
papers containing his speech. They
know that what is said is well said and
worth listening to or reading. i
was with our Breckenridge, on Friday
when he made the speech of the session
on the tariff. It ia said that the enthu-
siasm knew no bounds; that men yelled
as they would yell at a Ward caucus
that they threw phamphlets and news-
papers in the air; that when he had
diddled the burst of applause Was like
an explosion of dynamite; hands fee
and throat kept it up for a long time
Probably no member of the house eve
received such a noisy and widespread
endorsement of what he said. Billy can
go back to congress now ; the man who
oppoees him will fare badly.
If the Louisville tt Nashville road 1
in earneet about building a branch line
from this point to the 1. A. T. why
does it not submit a bona tide propos'
don ? A letter from a private iindivid
ual ;though he is_vice-president of the
road) to another private individua
thougtehe is attorney) cannot be acted
upon or even taken into rierious consid
eration by the people. As yete‘o propo-
sition has been submitted : will there be
is the question. Aa matters now stant
e I.. et N. Company is subjecting it
self to the criticism that this latest ma
neuver is but a part of a scheme to pre-
vent the incoming of roads in genera
and the 0. V. in particular. It is said
that this is but • part of the program to
defeat in New York and elsewhere the
plans the 0. V. has made to borrow
money. It la further said that no prop
osition will be submitted unless the L
& N. 111 compelled In self-defense to do
It. 'l'o disprove these things the com
party should make some poeitive move
THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY.
May 19th! What a day for ,Hopkins
ville! One year ago and the city was
alive with bustling humanity gathered
to do honor to the Confederate dead and
to witness the unveiling of a monumen
erected through the generosity of a man
that should be dear to the heart of
every citizen of our clty. Midst all the
busy whirl, the endless comings and
goings of life, to-day many a heart wil
be filled with kindest feelings for th
man who so loveti our reverred dead
When time shall have dimmed memory
and death have claimed as its own
thoge who now rectil with
feelings of pride that day
that proud shaft will still stand, scatter
ing around kindly remembrances of him
who so honored the gallant soldiers
Day after day, year after year will rol
on in their endless journey, generation
will have come and gone, leaving in thei
wake hut dimmed or blotted memorie
of the past, yet standing in clear relief
unacarred by, time's ravages, almos
eternal and ever forgetiets, will stand
this memorial of a man to his beloved
comrades. When the muter shall hav
called him to join the great throng
when comrades shall greet him in the
world beyond, and shall sing his praise
in that heavenly land, their songs will be
echoed from this land of ours in an end
less refrain.
THE END APPROACHETH.
For years it has been the custom of a
few Republican politicians in this city
to make and unmake the county offers.
They have done this without inquiring
whether the party in north Christian
south Christian or any other part o
Christian was satisfied with the selec
tion or not. They have simply informed
the leaders in the various districts tha
this or that watt the man they must
work for, and the people were com-
pelled to accept the ultimatum whethe
it pleaeed them or not. They have
ruled the party with an iron hand, and
in a manner that pleased them beet
Occasionally they would cast a piece o
bread to the starving public, but it was
cast with the same grace that one would
throw a lump of meat to s hungry dog
-just to make him follow in the hope
of more.
This clique, for they can be termed
nothing else, is composed of men who
personally, are nice, gentlemanly sor
of fellows, but who through constan
feeding at the public pap, have become
so politically vile that their own party
refugee to longer support them.
This eng has been in power for years
but, thank heaven, its end is near. As
certain ae fate next August will see
its downfall. "Mene, teke
upharsin" has been 'written on the wal
in letters of fire, and by their own kin
To the Republicans in north Chris
tian is due in a great measure the nom
ination of Mose West for sheriff by the
Democrats. Many of the most promi
nent of those requested of the Demo-
cratic party that they place West on the
ticket; that they knew him, his qualifi-
cations and literati for the place and
would heartily support him, Not few
but dozens,hundreds will do this and in
August next will unite with the good
Democrate in defeating • the ring and
placing in the position a man they
know is of the people and well fitted for
the position.
THE SITUATION AT PRESENT.
The railroad pot is boiling and if one
may judge from the amount of bubbles
there must be something at the bottom-
let us hope not wind. Capt. Townes is
in daily receipt of letters from the Chi-
cago syndicate which are at least en-
couraging reading. They say every-
thing le moving along as well as they
could wish and that at an early day will
take tangible shape. Capitalist from
New York and London are interested
and It is their intention to build a trunk
ine from Ckleago south, to either Pen-
sacola, Fla., or New Orleans. syn-
dicate has had expert\ over the route
and report everything lovely and the
the goose up on the top rafter. They
are waging a good deal of time and
money if they do not intend to come
this way.
Various opinions are expressed as to
what the O. V. intends to do. They are
keeping rather quiet, but skirmishing
around In a quiet way for cash and re-
port eaith with good chances of success.
The L. & N. propooltion is being dis-
cussed pro and con. Some believing
that is our only hope for a road at any
time soon and others considering it
but a scheme to defeat the building of
any other line. Their proposition can-
not and will not be seriously considered
for some time yet until the people find
out the intentions of the mystic 0. V.
Brother Foard, too,wants to be count-
ed in the fight, and will soon submit a
proposition to build a line front this
point west to the Mississippi. He is
very hopeful and expects to push his
line through if Om people will only as-
sist him.
On the whole about the best position
a Hopkinsville citizen can take wider
the present circumstances, and until
matters assume a tangible shape is up
on the top rail of the fence, where a
good view may be had of the tight gob g
on below. The NEW ERA is going to
give everybody a chance for his white
alley in this fight, and when a propo-
sition is submitted that it can see its
way clear to support, will conic down
off'n that fence and make Rome howl.
Sick 'im, Tige
THE TURNPIKES.
In referring to the turnpikes ebes
wkere the New Errs says that * great
mistake had been made in not piking
the roads leading to the I. A. St T. It
will now proceed to give reasons for
this statement.
It is well known that it is almost
impossible during bad weather for those
livieg in that seotion to get to town
and it is out of the question to attempt
to bring a heavy load. As a result,
these men go to the railroad, take the
train for Clarksville and spend their
money there. It is natural to suppose
that these farmers would prefer to come
here, could they do eo without so much
loss of time and money, to p*sing fare
back and forth to Clarksville.
Take, for instance, the tobacco raiser;
on a good pike he can haul two hogs-
heads of tobaceo; through the mud he is
lucky to get here with one, and it takes
all day to make the trip. This man, in
preference to losing an entire day
over one hogshead of tobacco, takes
It to the railroad, pays from $2 25 to
$3.00 freight on It to Clarksville and ar-
riving there pays fifty cents to have it
hauled toe warehouse. In a day's time
he can easily take two or more hogs.
heads to the railroad, thus paying out
from $5.50 to $7.50 per day freight. Sup-
pose lie had a good pike to Hopkinsville,
it is reasonable to suppose that he would
put those two hogsheade of tobacco on a
wagon, bring them here and thus make
$6.00 in a day in preference to paying
out the same Another reason : he
must pay freight from Clarksville back
to his home ou the goods he buys there,
if they are in bulk, while he saves that
if he comes here.
The New ERA would like to see the
county buy these two pikes already con-
structed, build more and make the
whole free. There is not a tax-payer
in the county but would soon feel the
benefits, and in a short time would be
unwilling to be without them. Several
subscribers to this stock have at differ-
ent times stated to the New ERA that
the county would buy up the foreign
stock they would willingly contribute
their shares, and they owned no incon-
siderable, either.
THE GERMAN EMPEROR.
The recent examination of the royal
throat by the most eminent physicians
has banished the last hope for the em-
peror's life.
It hair been but a few months since
under circumstances of the saddest and
most melancholy nature that lie took his
aeat upon the throne of his father, one
of the greatest of earthly thrones. Ar-
tillery and drums did not proclaim the
acesession. The drums were muffled and
the cannon were hushed. Silently, and
doubtless, at heart, reluctantly, he
donned the purple and took up the
sceptre. His elkevt reign has been a
continual struggle with the enemy that
Was at his throat, but with the fortitude
of a born soldier, that he is, and the
patience of Christian manhood he has
borne up under the weight, not only of
great physical affliction but of the cares
of state. Ills brief reign has doubly en-
deared him to the hearts of his nation.
He has given unmistakable evidence
that lie is a man of the people though
clothed in the \refitment, of almost 'limit-
less authority. There are united in him
more kingly attributes than were ever
poseessed by a monarch of Europe. He
has shown himself to be a wise and dis-
creet statesman, refusing to be governed
by the despotic policy of the iron chan-
Mon His actions and his utterances
prove that he is not lacking in that
firmriees which was so sadly deficient
in his grandfather. His military record,
a series of uninterrupted victories, was
the pride of his father, and made him
long before he came to the throne the
"darling of the people." It has been
said that'not since the Black Prince
made glorious the closing years of Ed-
ward third's reign, has the heir of an
European throne achieved the military
renown of "Unser Fritz." He led the
attacking wing of the Premien forces
that broke the Austrian army at Sadowa.
His troops gained the victory at Woorth
and overthrew the French taGravelotte.
He was at the head of his columne when
they were the first to effect the siege ot
Paris which terminated the brief but
bloody struggle.
Notwithstanding his splendid career
as a soldier he has been the champion
of pacific meaeures, when such measures
did not compromise the honor of his
country. In a few weeka, at most, he
will pass from the stage, and the im-
pulsive, restless, barrack-bred youth,
his son, will graap the German sceptre.
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE.
Comparatively few of the voters real-
ize the responsibility that ie inveitted in
the sheriff of a county. Not every man
who aspire* to the office Is competent to
fiii It. It rt quires a combination of
quelities rarely found in a single man.
Unbiased and unprejudiced, he must
make up his mind to do justice to all
parties with whom he hati official deal-
ings. Whatever may be his private
nee and dislikes, he must throw them
seide when he enters upon the duties in-
cumbent upon the office. He must be a
man of energy. The duties are of the
most laborious nature, and require the
constant attention of the sheriff. He
must be a man of business ability. This
above all things. The state, and in the
state the people, require a strict account
of all the public moneys that pass
through his hands. Prudence, (Havre-
tion and cmirage are essential qualities.
The sheritre duties neceesarily throw
him among the most desperate crimin-
als. His own life ie not unfrequently
in danger, but he should be careful not
to take the life of a human being when
such a step is not absolutely necessary.
The man who drinks to excess, gambles
and engages in riotous dissipation, has
no right to ask the people to place him
in an office of such responsibility, and
the best element of society should unite
in the effort to defeat him.
In the selection of juries the power of
the sheriff le almoet unlimited. The
litigants and the prisoner at the bar
must submit their cases to the juries of
his selection. It is in his power to do
great injustice to [home parties for whom
he may entertain a dislike. The neces-
sity of placing a sober, induetrious,
energetic, Impartial business man In the
sheriff's office may thus be seen.-New
ERA, 17th.
The above article seems to have kicked
up a good sized row among the Repub-
licans who hold down the court-house.
The article was entirely innocent of
any personal allusion and the New ERA
had not the faintest idea that it would
be so construed. The New ERA did not
charge that any of our county officers
were guilty of neglect of duty, drunken-
ness, gambling, inefficiency, or that
they had failed to settle up their ac-
counts, but somehow or other tbey
seem to be strangely sore on the sub-
ject. The article was general in Its
nature, referring to the duties and quail-
ficatious of a sheriff, yet our officers, for
some reason peculiarly their own, have
taken umbrage. This is very queer, to
say the least. But as they seem to feel
that they were alluded to the New
willingly aed cheerfully grants them
all the space they desire to "explain."
The following communication on the
subject was handed to a reporter by Mr.
Omar S. Brown, deputy sheriff of the
county, written in behalf of the sheriff:
The article headed "Sheriff's Office"
it) the New ERA of the 17th, is very un-
kind, unjust and untrue. The inuen-
does therein charged might be and are
eonsirtied to do injury. Any charge
that I have failed in my duty is certain-
ly false. have not a deputy that ever
(trines a drop of whisky. I have eet-
tied promptly every year with the state
anti county, through Mr. Brown, who
attends to the revenue part,and if neces-
sary can procure the auditor's statement,
not only that 1 have settled, but that I
have generally been about the first of-
ficer in the state to settle. Why it is
that theca) scurrilous hints are thrown
[loci dont know, and perhaps never
shall know. N. unkindness has ever
been by me ShoWii the editor of the
NEW Etta, and why these false insinua-
tions are made is an ettigma tome.
J MIN BOYD, S. C. C.
By OM•li BROWN.
The editor of the New ERA cannot un-
derstand why the officers should take
this matter so much to heart, and refer
to the fact that no unkind feeling was
enterteined for him by the sheriff. The
New ERA does not recognize that there
were any "inuendoes" or "scurrilous
hints" in the article in question, and is
deep in wonderment over the fact that
an article eo general in its nature should
be picked out by any man or set of men
as specially adaptable to their case.
Thie soreness is strange.
Died Far From Home.
Quite a little excitement wad created
at the depot Sunday morning by the
fainting of a young man upon the plat-
form. He was placed In a carriage and
carried to the l'humix Hotel, and a phy-
sician was called to wait upon him.
The stranger's name was Leon Apolant,
representing Phaelzer Bros. et Co., dia-
monds, wetches and jewelry, 819 and
821 Market street, Philadelphia. He
arrived here Saturday at 10 o'clock on a
business trip and intended to go to
Evansville Sunday. He seemed to be
well enough before he left the hotel,
though he complained pf feeling a little
stupid. Dr. Christian, who was first
called to attend him, said he did not
coneider him very sick ; that it was
probably only a severe billious attack.
Mr. Apolant himself said that it was
the first attack of that nature lie ever
had and that it didn't amount to much,
and he would be up and all right in a
few hours. He seemed cheerful enough
and talked to Mr. Cooper and Mr. Ilen-
ry Frankel in a light manner about the
matter. Dr. Seargeant, who was pass-
ing, was called In and he said lie did
not consider the gentlemen in a danger-
ous condition. Soon after the doctor
left he had another fainting spell, Dr.
Christian then being with him. Mr.
Cooper was hurridly summoned but
when he arrived the poor fellow was
about gone. Ile died at 12:40. Heart
disease Was the trouble. Mr. Cooper
at once ordered the undertaker to take
charge of the body and give It the best
attention and then telegraphed his
house anti his family physician, who
lives in New York, of his death. Front
papers left it appears that he had been
in ill health for some time, but he never
mentioned it while here. He was only
about twenty-eight years old and was
to have been married next month.
Chas. II. Dietrich on Monday re-
ceived a telegram from E. M. Lehlers,
grand secretary of the Grand Lodge of
lie.60118 of New York, requesting the
lodge of this city to take eharge of the
body and have it forwarded to Mt. Nebo
Lodge, No. 257, New York City, which
was done Monday afternoon.
ktibitiottal gyrate.
Ingrain Crockett has a poem in title
issue. Like all the rest, it le good.
The Light Guards can have the town
if they will only bring back a prize.
New gas fixtures are being placed in
the basement of the Christian church.
The intetest is unabated in the pro-
tracted meeting at the Christian church.
Company II. of Watertown, Dak ,
passed through the city on a special car
enroute for the Nashville drill Sunday.
As a result of the protracted meeting
at the Chrietian church seven new mem-
bers had joined the chuzrch up to
Wednesday.
A cheap John was gelling cheap
jewelry to a CI owd in front of the court-
house, Wednesday afternoon. Some
good bargains were made but of course
the general public got badly left.
Hopkineville at thia season might be
called the city of flowers. They are
to be seen almost everywhere in great
profusion and variety, front the moat
delicate and beautiful to the coarser
grades.
Mrs. Mary J. Young, of the neighbor-
hood of Habbitteville, Logan county,
was brought to the asylum here, Tues-
day, by Deputy Sheriff I'. M. Warden.
Mrs. Young !tea been an inmate of this
asylum before, having been released
about three years ago.
The annual sermon before Bethel Fe-
male College will be delivered by Rev.
J. N. Prestridge on Sunday morning at
the Baptist church at 11 o'clock. The
commencement exercises will take place
at Holland's Opera House on Titers lay
evening May 31, at 8:30 o'elock. Ex-
amination/ on Tuesday, Wetineeday
and Thursday mornings of next week.
Public invited.
The new grocery of John W. Rich-
ards, corner of Virginia and Ninth
streets, was entered by a thief Wednes-
day night, who effected an entrance by
prizing the lock from the front door
with a large chisel. Once on the Inside,
he opened one of the cash drawers and
robbed it of about $1 50. He then man-
aged to take the eecond cash drawer
from its place, and In doing so evident-
ly spilt its contents, a couple of dollars
in small coins, all over the floor, where
it was found next morning. He must
have been scared off by some noise at
that point, as thecae!' drawer was left
on the counter, and nothing inhering
from the store. The large chisels used
were left on the counter also.
_
Fairview Notes.
Special Correspondence.
l•raview, KY., May 24, 88.-W. I..
Butler, Russellville, was in town Tues-
day.
Mrs. W. B. Brewer has returtrd from
a protracted visit to friends and rela-
tives la Franklin, Ky.
C. K. Cicken, Russellville, spent Fri-
day and Saturday with his parents here.
Your correspoedent met Rev. Geo.
11. Simmons, the Louisville evangelist,
on the train Saturday and it turned out
that the two were college-mates at
Georgetown, Ky. Mr. Simmons speaks
it the moot favorable terms of his work
and seems wedded to the cause. Know-
ing, as I do, his earfy piety and pure
norality, I ant not surprised to learn
that he Is doing a noble work and that
1118 name is "a power in the land."
Miss May Stuart performed in Miss
Leavell's concert, in your city, 'I'uesday
night. Miss Stuart is one of the most
skillful pianists in the county and I am
sure she did ample credit to hereelf, her
town and the concert. Oti more than
one OCiektliOti, her wonderful musical
exemptions have elicited vociferous ap-
plause at concerts and soirees here. I
understand that she was the recipient
f some lovely floral offerings Tuesday.
Tolman' HAWK.
!THE NASHVILLE DRILL.
DESCRIPTIVE LETTER FROM THE
NEW ERA'S REPRESENTATIVE.
The Light Guards Shen up Well-
Drill Notes.
Special Correspondence to the Nilr 1.2a • :
NASHVILLE, May 21.-It le almost im-
possible for one to concentrate one's
thoughts upon any subject during the
noise and vonfusion incidental to camp
life. When we left home the morniug
prontieed to be fair, but before our arri-
val in Nashville a dull steady rain vet
in which continued during the rest of
the day, much to the discomfiture of
the boys. Upon our arrival at the camp
we were assigned quarters and the boys
immediately set about restoring order
from the chaos of mixedup camp utensils.
"Wilt) stole my cap ?" 'Somebody has got
my overcoat!" "Where's that tin
cup?" "I know I had a clothes brush!"
"New, I'll lend you nothin'!" Such
exclamations seasoned with a little mild
profanity are heard on every hand.
The morning was passed in getting
things in order for the gala week that is
to come. At 12:30 the command was
was given, "fall in for dinner" and it
goes without saying that the Latham
Light Guards responded with a right
good will. They were then marched to
the extreme western portion of the
grounds where the culinary artiste had
pitched their tents. The fare is not
quite equal to that which Delmonico
would spread, but it is good, wholesome
food arid there is no cause for complaint.
At four o'clock in the afternoon the
various companies turn out in full-dress
for parade. 'rhe grounds are admira-
bly adapted to the evolutions. The
broad level geld opposite the grand
stand soon presented an animated ap-
pearance. The various companies un-
der their several colors were seen hur-
rying forward to take their poeitions in
the long line that Was forming for pa-
rade while the inspiring strains of mar-
tial music filled the air. Staff officers
on gaily caparisoned chargers were
dashing to and fro directing the move-
ments of marching soldiers. From the
grand stand an immense assembly of
"fair women anti brave men" witnessed
the grand parade.
The Light Guards were conspicuous
ainong the numerous companies. They
showed tip to a good advantage in their
new helmets, the splendid gift of the
noble gentleman whose name they bear.
Their uniforms were brilliant and their
drill compared favorably with that of
the crack companies front a distance. I
will here remark,by way of paranthessis,
that our boys are full of hope, and will
strive to merit the very favorable im-
pression that they have produced oti the
public and on other companies.
The camp at night hae estrange wierd
fascination about it. I am writing this
by the flickering light of a tallow can-
dle. The steady fall of the rain is cal-
culated to inspire "strangely sweet and
melancholly" thoughte when taken in
connection with the surroundings. Op-
poeite this tent a quartette is singing,
"Old Kentucky Home," to a guitar ac-
companiarnent. In • more remote por-
tion of the camp a dozen voices are
mingled in the sad strains of "Way
Down upon de Sewanee River," while
that glorious song, dead to every south-
ern heart, "Dixie," is rising from the
western part of the "tented city." I
have frequently thought that our spirits
to • great extent partake of the mature
of the weather, hence the sweet and
melancholly songs that epring from the
hearts to the lips of the boys that are
"camping to-night."
Special correspondence to the Niw Es • :
Nesuvieee, May 22. The reveille
sounded at 5 o'clock this morning and
the soldiers arose fresh and vigorous
from a good sleep. After breakfast
there was an hour of dril4 and then the
boys set about preparatione for the
grand parade which had been pootponed
from Monday owing to the iticletnency
01 the weather.
At 9:30 the procession started from
the grounds. A mile of glimmering
bayonets headed by a splendid militery
band, staff officers in gold lace and
epaulettes, paraded the principle streets
of the city to the delight of thousands of
spectators, who eagerly looked on from
every window, [tee and housetop along
the march.
The tired veterans returned to camp
took dinner and rested until four o'clock
when preparations were begun for the
great sham battle which was to close
the exercises of the day. The battle
Was planned by Lieut. Col. Coen of the
Louisville Legion and was participated
in by all the companies present, includ-
ing batteries and gattling guile. The
grand stand wae so crowded that stand-
leg room could not be secured. The
Louieville Legion supported by a gat-
tling gun and three pieces of artillery
took the field against the rest of the
other organizations. The battle was
opened by artillery firing on either side.
This had not continued long before a skir-
mish line consisting of Lifick's zouavts
Was thrown out against the Legion and
under cover of this line a general advance
Was begun. shouting and matiouv-
ering by the Zutiavee was Particular-
ly good. The Legion firmly. held its
position amid gallantly repulsed the ad-
vance lines of the enemy. At this junc-
ture a gattling gun was thlown forward
against them, supported by an infantry
compatiy. The left wing of the Legion
charged this gun and then the engage-
ment Ireceme general and eo intensely
realistic that the [nighty sea of faces
bent eagerly forward as if they expected
to see the affair terminate in a hand to
hand death struggle. 'rite gallant charge
of the Legion's left wing Wan as gallant-
ly repulsed and steadily the lines moved
forward in the face of a steady fire
which the Legion kept up in its orderly
retreat. The bloodless battle terminated
in a grand parade and review of the
troops by the governor and staff. The
Light Guards, of course, were in the
thickest of the battle and bravely stood
up before the murderous volleys, march-
ing straight "into the jaws of death."
CAMP NOTES.
"Any colors to trade?" is heard on all
sides.
Old Kentucky has a right to be proud
of her representation.
Press representatives from several
states are in attendance.
'I he badges worn by the ilopklusville
company were in great demand.
The officers in charge of the camp
and also the judges are United Stacks
officers.
The Louisville Legion left Wednesday
morning. If was not entered for the
prize drill.
Tuesday' evening the drawing for po-
sitions came off. The Light Guar& got
seventh place.
The zotiave companies are attracting
great atontion. Their lIghtniug drill is
indeed beautiful.
The New Eaa. reporter is tinder last-
lig obligations to Capt. E. Grey Lewis
for courtesies extended.
There are •bout twelve hundred men
u nder arms upon the grounds. Most of
the men are from the south.
'rile Atlanta Rifies have the prettiest
dress uniform on the field. It is one of
the best drilled couipanies hi the south.
Curtis Mitchell, the efticient quarter-
master of the Latham Light guards,
has been sick. "He's all right," now,
though.
John Savage, of the Latham Light
Guards, sprained hie hand Tuesday
morning while jumping. It gave him
a great deal of trouble.
Details from the Latham Light Guards
were on guard duty Tuesday. It is
needless tu say that they acquitted
themselves with credit.
Lieut. Jas. Garrity, formerly of the
Latham Light Guards, •nd C. C.
Slaughter also and old Hopkinsvillian,
were gueste of the guards, Thursday.
The Southern Cadets, of Macon, Oa.,
raised a kick ageinet the uee of two-click
guns by the Louisville Light infantry.
The matter, however, was settled to the
malefaction of both companies.
The maneuvers of the Louleville Le-
gion were witnessed by the whole field
and received with loud cheers. It is the
most perfect volunteer regimental or-
ganizati in in the United States.
The American of Tuesday contained
the following pleasant allusion to our
boys: Latham Light Guards are in
camp in good trim and fine spirits and
expect to carry off some prize money.
At the conclusion of the drill by the
Witt Rifles, of Nashville, Tueeday,
Gov. Taylor in a few well chosen and
appropriate remarks presented them
with an elegant silk banner, the gift of
their patron captain, Ira C. Witt.
There is a saloon on the erotinds
where anything desired may be ob-
tained, but be it said to the credit of the
Hopkinsville boys they have had too
much respect for themselves, their city
and their name to bring discredit upon
them.
-
Attempted Rape by a White Tramp.
Milly, d•ughter of Clem Wright, a
colored man living in the southern sub-
urbs of this city, while paissing near the
railroad trestle on the Clarkeville road,
Wedneeday, was suddenly called upon
to halt, and turning to see who it was
addressing her, beheld a white tramp
stretched on the grorind under a chimp
of trees. lie called to her to come to
him, and at the same time arose, as if to
make for her, when in her fright she
turned to run. Again commanding her
to stop, he offered the additional argu-
meet of a pistol shot, fired after her,
which struck her in the hand, inflicting
a palliful and most dangerous flesh
wound. Hearing the shot fired by her
aesailant she continued to rtin, when
she suddenly loet her foothold upon the
railroad bridge, which she was croseing,
and fell a considerable distanoe through
the trestle,bruising herself up badly. Her
cries for help were heard awl answered,
but the tramp had disappeared by the
time some neighbors canie to her aid.
She reported her adventure et pollee
headqoartiors Thursday morning, but
admitted that she would not recognise
her *assailant if again brought face to
face with him. There can be no doubt
but that his intention was to rape her
had she not made her escape. No trace
of him has been found.
TOBACCO SALES.
For week ending May 24th.
Hanbery tt Slayer sold 36 hogsheads:
30 Mids. leaf $7 00 to 12 50
6 " lugs $4 50 to 7 00
Market firm on leaf and lower On lugs.
M. Nelson & Co. sold 27 Iffids.
leaf.-Nitte at $10 50, seven at 9 50, six
at 8 50, one at 9 10, 75, 8 00, 7 9.), 7 80.
Market irregular.
Gant & Gaither Co. sold 110 tan's:
32 Mids. good to fine leaf, $10 00 to
13 00.
47 hie's. common to medium leaf,
$7 00 to 9 &O.
31 lugs, $4 00 to 7 50.
Market steady.
Wheeler, Mills & Co., sold 87 hints:
61 tilids. good to medium leaf, $8 50 to
9 75.
15 Mids. common leaf, $7 50 to 50.
11 Wide. lugs, $4 25 to 7 00.
Market lower and irregular.
Hancock, Fraser & Ragsdale sold 136
hhds:
53 hlids. good and medium, $13 25,
13 00, 12 50, two at 11 50, 11 00, four at
10 75, three at 10 00, 9 95, 9 70. two at
9 75, two at 9 60, twelve at 50. 9 30,
four at 9 25, tour at 9 00, 8 95, 8 85, sev-
en at 8 75, 8 63, two at 8 60, 8 55.
65 hints. common leaf, 10 at $8 50,
8 35, eight at 25, 8 20, 8 15, 10,
8 03, fourteen at 8 00, five at 7 95, two
at 7 90, three at 7 80, twelve at 7 75,
7 65, four at 7 50.
38 Mids. lugs $4 50 to 7 50.
Market very strong on common
grades, easier on upper grades.
f NSPF.C1 OR'S REPORT.
4r week ending May 24th, 1888.
Receipts for the week 360 Weis.
Receipts for the year  45606 "
Sales for the week  444 "
Sales for the year  493S "
D. r. SUITIDIOS, nspector.
40. 
The sultan of Morocco has been pur-
chasing a lot of new cannon lately.
Secretary lityard, however, ineiets that
the iook of melancholy which he now
wears id entirely dee to the threatened
failure of the Delaware peach crop.
Felix Jones of Atlanta, Ga., was acci-
dently killed by the brother of the young
lady he was about to marry.
Thompson A Meador.
Mr. A. J. Meador, recently with
Jones & Co., had bought an interest in
the hardware store of C. A. Thompeon.
They were taking stock Monday. The
new firm will te a strong one Mr.
Thompson le decidedly popular through-
out the county stel itlready has a large
busisieee. iir. Meador is one ol the
most ac,ive find thorough-going young
wen in the munty. He began business
here w ith Mr. J. D. Russell and took to
the excelleia training he got there like
a duck to water. He has made • host
of friends end an enviable reputation as
a business man. Luck to the new firm.
Frank A ikire and Edward Foster of
Lafayette. Ind., were fishing with dyn-
amite cartridges when two of them ex-
ploded prematurely, blowing off Fos-
ter's right hand and blinding one of his
eyes, and taking off Aikire's right arm
and putting out both his eyes. Alkire
is not expecte] to live.
MARKET REPORTS.
HOPKINSVILLE.
1Corrected for each iesue by the local dealers.I
....Hams-Country
Hams-Sugar-cured 
IsSikolegulders ..........
Inex•ti Svuers
5 00 to .Patent Flour
4 50 ..Choice Family 
5 00 to
GPisraihnalibaTlioi)iir  11Se.
Buckwheat Flour 
Rye Flour
Pi to
. .......... to 24
MHoessal 91120 to° 25
1,ntyle,rpebursihou
Grits, per gal 25 .
LACILhopice Leaf 
COULI•iNore TYPItntii iDi .
BIlutrer:Cithedoleeium
Cheeee 
Eggs 
renattiniemrs, IF: or iwn eurades 
glie'areli"o:W41
45 to
is to IA,
11 50 5petorsciBHK leuoet. rn siyty, wirizmesionir gal 
1:toto1:01
Dry Hides  
10 1018c
ouGpiereegancjii :Huit,:1e.poes  led
rAepactoliesies. peeled  
4 to te
FIELD SKIMS.
Sapling Clover..
TILen,n1L,..ilhoyv e r 
°reliant Gress  
BkruleTGorme
White 'teed oat*
Black Seed Oat.
H•Y •ND FIND.
Bran, per bush. IT', to 10
Bolted Neal ...
Timothy Hay, per hundred .
"7:0° t oClover Hay, per hundred
e6 to
10:11 aThu:SecTine 
No. 2 Mixed. per bushel
Chickens. live, per doe
Chickens, dretwed, per lb
White, per bushel ..
2 60 to 8 00
60 to ..
45 to 60
1:0
Tteueerte ys  IS to 10
WHEAT.
:o . ei ei 1 eeab et n  
75 t,o
00 to
SO to
Controlling markets Sewer on gratin and pro•
visions
12,‘ to
14 to lie
s to 10
10 tolVi
11 to .
a!, .
to 2.1c
10 to 15e
15 to 1 Se
Ira
40 to 60t;
7 to Sc
12i, to 15c
7 to sc
5 25 to
4 SO
3 00 to
I 40 to 1 50
75c
1 00 to 1 26
45 Lo 50
45 to lo
70 to
LOUISVILLE.
.
[corrected for every Wee from MIS daily pa-
pers of the day before.j
C;RAIN & HAY.
WHg•T-t• •rnve  92 to
Longherry . 9.1 to
coax-No.2 mixed   50 to
White  03 to
In ear-.4',..  to 57
OATS- ..: S7 to MI
ItTic-Ncs. i 71 to
HAY-Fruicy woodsy.  a 00 it* .
Choice 
 is U01019 Se
Low grades  n oo ton, OS
Straw, per toe  
  • 00 to ....
PROVISIONS.
BacoN-Sides 2 8 1410 9
shoolders to ...
BULK -side'  7,,, to 71%
shoulders  tit, to .
St'ii AR - CCILSO--11111011.   11 to 11,‘
shoulders a to
Breskf est IMMO  104 to I I
1.•11D--Cliolee Leaf
Kegs and Buckets 
  lu to
Prime Steam .....  s to
PLO, it--Cbotce prima.  1 00 to $ /a
Plain patents r 4 75 to 6 00
Choice 
.-. 4 65 to 4 76
Plate fancy  4 25 to
.Extra family  3 50 to 3 75
buckwheat . .. ... .. 6 25 to 6 50
Corn meal per hundred lbs bolted I 25 to
00UNTRY PRODUCE.
Berrna-ckoMe country  111 to 21
Low grades  
  13 to IT
Dairy  s-,. to ss
C e it sas--taaey crease clothier .. 11', Lo 18
Twins  IS to
Young Americas  13,!A to 14
Skit. cheese  , to S
Itoos--eer dos  13 to ..
BICANN-
Northern hand picked .....   163 to 2 71
TALLOW-per lb  ..... ... 4 to .
B1411641•X- per lb  
 90 to
Distiaso--Clioine large  
 1 as to I SO
011 Weill-per bbi '  5 15 to 5 50
POT ATOSS-On arrival, Nurtherd
Burbank., h5 to 90
NeW potatoes, per sack  3 ou to 2 25
Per barrel  4 00 toe 51.I
LIVE STOCK.
Louisville, May 13 -Cattle-Receipts light.
Market quiet am usual on Tu. sdays. We regard
the market as strong and active at quotations,
and all selling readily on arri•al. Proopects
good for the /text feW days.
Boge-Receipte light: market firm and active
Sheep sad Lambe- Receipts light Market
firm on all good grade* of shipping sheep and
lambe.
Cattle-Good to extra shipping. 1,400
to 1,600 pounds . $4 50 to 4 75
Light shipping, 1,300 to 1,400
4 15 to 4 50
Good 104111111 GUM .. . 1 Ti to 4 10
Common aeil rough oxen 2 75 to 3 50
Bulls, 2 34 to 3 75
Light stockers. 2 25 to 8 00
Feeder. . _. ..... . .... ... .
Beet butehers 
- . ... . 4 25 to 4 50
Medium to good butchers ... 3 76 to 4 311
Common to medium butchers 3 00 to It 50
Thin, rough simea, poor 00 wil aed
scalawags . . 1 50 to 2 50
Hogs-Choice packing and butchere 5 50 to 5 .0
Fair to good butchers .... ...... $ 35 to, 6 50
1.ight medium butchers  6 15 to 5 80
shoat., . ,.. _.• . ..: . . . • . ..   4 15 to 4 75
Sheep aud Lamas, Fair to wood
shippieg . .   I MI to 5 95
Common to medium.... ......  
 a 1111 to1 50
Extra lambs 
 I liter so
t:ouinion to nudium limbo . . 5 00 to ti 00
 to. to
Children Cry
FOR PITCHER'Sastoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever knovin.
1.7.11=57r Z
I -A T
Hendrick's China Hall
EASSVILLS, TENN.,
1,000 Chamber Sets, 10 Pieces, from $2.75 to $ 75.00
500 Tea " 44 3.00 to 50.00
500 Dinner " 100 7.50 to 500.00
Do not lose oilr chew* but come at once or Order by mail gir•Sitistaction guaranteed.
D. 8. HENDRICK. a, CO.. 221 N. CHERRY ST.
Garner's x City:-:Pharmacy
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest and mom elegant edifices in the city,
New and Complete III All Its Departments
H. B. Darner. petite old firm of Oish & Garner
Weeterii Kentucky, having purchased Dr Gletis
will nee ail hie msrtema mid ability toile:fr.-sm.dealing, compe mac, and reiistiii•Ity. by keeping
,nwunn.a0 i.mry );,ears ld the loading drug trade Isth:leigi;,i ii.:,prmietuoir of the new house. Hs
I o of the old firm for fall
Pure Fresh D
And stock of the best quality la all departments 0
Oils "(every tind, Including NITIFIt% IN& Nt 11.1
are best and Moat popular In stock.
rug and Medicine
f the trade, at tbe loweell_prieee. [Wimp, Paints andI AMU' CKI.KBRATEP PAINTS, Patent Medicines
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order In any quantity. A sure and safe remedy. Brie-a-Drac, Novelties and HolidayOoods a specialty.
Proscriptions Carollly Compoualorl
—At •ily hour of the Day or Night. by-
15.:Cr. C. 2C. 1111111113 PlalliCf.
H. B. GAIzisTli,Ehli,
Successor ittGar 
Formerly of Hoptinsvirie Warehouse, IZailroad street, het weer 1011i and 1Ith. 11.,pk Dist Ille. Ky.
Careful attention omen nampll ng and selling all Tobacco consigned to lts. Liberal ed.
&noes oa Tobacco iii store. Good quarIcre for teams and te-atueters.
THE OLD RELIABLE
M. Frankel & Sons,
"Tim Cluilin Edon," .
Have just opened their second purchase of
SPRINC CLOTHING,
consisting of fine tailor made suits in Wor-
steds and CheViotts, English and Scotch
in all the latest style of elegant fitting,
3 and 4-Butten Cutaways, Single
Breasted Frock, Single and '
Double-Breasted Prince
Alberts and nobby
Sack Suits.
OUR CLOTHING!
is cut and made by the latest improved meth-
ods, and they are guaranteed to fit as well
as if made by any tailor. We have also
received our immensely popular
"best fitting"
Summel. Clothing!
—Consisting of—
Fine Pongee Silk Coats and Vests,
FINE WORSTED COATS and VESTS,
FINE SERGE COATS and VESTS, s
FINE DRABDET'TE FROCK and SACK,
FINE FANCY F.LANNELS.
FINE BLACK ALPACAS in Frock and Back.
The Largest Stock of
White Linen, Corded Pique Linen Vests
Ever seen.
Our line of Summer Goods is too well known to
need much talk. They are the best fitting
goods on the market, and we have all
sizes, for tall and slim, short and
stout; running in sizes for men
from 34 to 62.
—The Largest Stock of—
Summer Underwear
in the city at prices that defy legitmate compe-
tition.
New Neckwear
for Summer, just received.
ElogalliFlallitel Shirts allil Willisor Ties.
The Largest Stock of
,Fur, Wool and Straw Hats,
and an elegant line of
1E-1A.9('S,
late style, from $1.50 1.1D
As an inducement to our patrons and friends,
we will give to every purchaser, for cash,
of a $15.00 suit of clothes, from this
date, an elegant
Nickel Alarm Clock
Remember, we make no extra charge for this,
but merely to show our appreciation of the
elegant trade we are having in our Clothing
department.
Respectfully,
M. Frankel & Son,
Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
May 1, 1888.
M. H.. INT=SOINT c4Z CO,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Hopkinsville Warehouse, I Ith and:R. R. Sts.
H•pkImewille, Ky. Heem• and Stables Tier Drivels, and Tetsuo
,K 
Waterprocf
The est
Coat.
The FI511 BRAND SLICKER is inusewed esti win keep yee drypis!" BRAO sod sown the entire 01.4411kmarg of helmeena bam immune le IthOotIn the haniall Tho Wm PUMMEL ALI . • perrees riamg sosi,
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T HE NEW ERA
—PUBLISILED BE—
G, Ere Printing and Publishing C.
el A YEAR.
FRIDAY, MAY 25 0II
To Subscribers.
obeate date with youre printed on the
margin or wrapper
your paper shows w ,n
your paid subscript,on
expires If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
ipute anti gforittg.
f Mrs. James Wool, of Howell, spent Monday
here
Mrs. Jas. Jesup is visiting telatives in Clarks-
Ville.
Miss Lunderinto of Trenton, was in town
Monday.
Mr. Chas. Roper, of Pee Dee. was in the city
Monday.
W I. Hartzell, of Nashville, was in the city
Saturday.
Tom Jamison, of Pembroke, was In the city
Tuesday.
Mr. Kbb Wash,
Wednesday.
Col. Al Clark left for Priseeton on a business
trip Monday.
Mrs. Garland and sister, of l'ee Dee, were in
town Monday.
Miss Lizzie Rodman, Frankfort, is visiting at
Dr. Rodman's,
Mr. Richard Glynn, of Clarkaville, was in
town Sunday
Will Tibbs has returned from a visa to rela-
tives in Virginia
Mrs. Tandy Mason, of South Christian, was
In town Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank Monroe is on • visit to friends in
Clarksville, Teen.
Gilbert White. of Cad'', west several days in
the city this wish.
W . sail lady, of IlsWell, spout
Veiday is the tiny,
Miss Aisle Motet will Is. ishtlUe; firer
Siey, tett friee4a,
114,44.44, Ii.. lee. woe
sterete, Weiliestisr
Mr on4 Mr% lI 141110, tiew.temi, were
IN lie site ihteney, 
Mies Mollie Kaseely, if Isoll•Ticw, spent
Monday is the city.
James Wars has returned from a busmen;
trip to Dixon, Tole
Mr. and Mrs Freak Dabney have it:dented
from a visit to Trigg.
Frank Campbell, of California, is •isitase
relatives near the city.
Mn. Dr. Northington, of Lafayette, is •isit-
iag Mrs James Clark
Mrs- W H. Barr, Bowling Green. is visiting
at Mr. P. P. Huffman'..
Calvin Lase, of the Fairview neighborhood,
was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. Dawson and wife, of Roaring Sprinp,
were in the city Monday
Mr. sad Mrs. Harvey, of Clarksville. are
40.. visiting Maj. Crumbaugli.
Mrs. Austin Peat and daughter, Mary Bel:e
were la the city Tuesday.
Mr. Gus Bowlee has returned from a three
week's trip to Hot Spriags.
Mies Assisi Clark, of Morton's Gap, is the
guest cf Miss Riede Bowler.
Mrs. Bassett and sister, Miss Dilater, left for
Louisville Monday morning.
Mrs. Will Marnley aud son is visiting Mrs. B.
W. flamed, of Lake Weir, IFIL
Mrs. Dan Whittaker and Miss Darnell, of
Cask y, were in thecity, Wednesday
Dr Daniel Morton, Louutedle. is ststting us
grandfather, Lev. Thor Bottomley.
Miss Mary Westfall, of Hastinp, Minn
visiting her aster, Mn. John U. Rust.
D. summaries, one of the leading merchants
of Clarksville, was in the city Saturday.
Mr. Alex Tukher and daughter, Miss Lillie,
of Fairview. were in the city Wednesday.
Miss Vietorta Meacham. et Belleview, was
visiting her deter. Mrs. Bartley, this week.
Mrs. John T. itabbeth„ who haa bees •isit-
Wig in the city. returned to Trenton, Tuesday.
Mrs. J I. Walton has rentrued from a pro-
tracted visit to relatives in Dalton, Georgia.
Mr. J. M. Dillow and sisters, Misses Harriet
sad Sabine, of Pee Dee, were in the city Mon-
day.
Mr. Clayton Blakey, of Auburn, is in the
city us a visit to his brother, Dr. Thus W.
Blakey.
Walter and Baker Ftailfortc two prominent
young farmers, of Pembroke, were in the city
Friday.
of Wallowa,' was in town,
The Mimes Austin, of Santa Rosa, California,
who have been the guests ot Mrs.
Ferrell. for several days, returned Thursday
411 
111101911.0g.
Mr. Waller Lewis, of Washington Territory.
lermerly of this county. was noticed on the
streets Tuesday.
A. S. &Scatty, editor of the Pembroke Criterion
and Mr. .1 II Ferguson, of Pembroke, were in
the city Monday.
Ed Starling, of Louisville. who with his wife
has been visiting hid brother. Mat Starling, re-
turned home Monday.
Henderson Journal: Hon Poll Lalkion, wife
and two:laughter., returned to Kentucky this
week fsom Waelungton.
Owensboro Inquirer : Miss Emma Levy, after
a visit of several weeks an Hopkinsville and
E•ass• die, has returned home.
Judge H. it. Ware and daughter, Kids Beu
I ah, of Jackson. Muse- wall spend the +warner
as the 'nada of Dr. B. W Ware.
Miss l_i!lie Wood, of Belleview. spent last
week is the city, the guest of her cousin, Mrs
W. II. Thompeos. on Ninth stree•.
Miss J011111 I. Boyd, of Sacramento, Ky., has
removed to the city and will live with her bona-
er, S. J. Boyd, on South Male street.
Chas Jarrett. or. Gook rise John ROMA&
Monday morning for Paducah to attencrNIMPl
great sale of lots that take* place there to-day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. V Barclay. Russellville, are
visiting at Maj 1 rumbaugh's. Mr. Remise is
engaged in taking depositiogui here and they
will remain several days
114
Mrs. Dir. stuart asd daughter, Miss Mae, of
!Fairview, attended Mass Lilliae Leaven's con-
cert at M. E church, and are the guests of Mrs.
A G. Booties for t few days.
Mrs. Winston, nee Rose Willem, well known
ass lecturer to the people of Hopkinsville, was
in the city Tuesday as the guest of Mrs. Dr
Gish. She was enroute to Dakota.
Mack and Toni Riles, who have bees es-
gaged in Dilators in steserair for some mosth'ii,
passed through the city, Thursday, se a visit to
their relatives in South i brudian
Cadiz Telephone: Ellas Willie Elliott ii'
turned to Hopkineville last Tuesday, after
spending several weekstp Cado, the yeast of
*rs T Tonan. •isite are
elegy. highly •pprectated by ber legion of
friends in CsdiA Mr. M bryer, of
Ijopkiesville, spent last Monday in Cadiz in the
igterest of his ann. that of Haulicry iieryer.
-est-
lr•lortaw, K Y May 21.—Married,
on the 17th inst., by Rev. J. W.
Bigharn, at the residence of the
bride'. father, Mr. George I). Murphy
to Miss Maggie Layne. Both are well
known here and scores of congratula-
titles together with the best wishes of a
large circle of friend. will attend them.
Day at Crofton.
John Boyd Post U. A. R. at Crofton,
will celebrate Memorial Day (30th inst.)
with appropriate ceremonies. Hon.
Walter Evans, of Louisville, will deliver
the address and other speakers are ex-
pected to be on hand. The usual large
attendance is looked for and the OlX11.-
'ion promises much enjoyment to those
interested.
Walter A. Weed Machine Repairs.
We call attention to the fact that we
will keep a full line of repairs for the
Walter A. VV.aod machines, which can
be had at our ware-rooms In Hopkins-
ville. Furthermore, if we art not in
e business next seasop we will see
that the repairs are furnfehed to all who
mite buy of us this season.
W. B. & C. T. Memos.
— - 
sae-- —
Ifew Livery firm.
Messrs James E. Cooper and David
Canister have bought the livery stable of
Polk Cansler and will hereafter con-
duct the bueiness under the firm name
of Cooper & Canster. The members of
the new firm are two of our worthiest
sod most enterprising young men and
they will keep up the reputation al-
ready secured by "Caosleee Stable."
Give the boys a chance and they will
appreciate it in every sense of the
word.
femme eti the
V,nctlsocuiptng*.
The Elkton Progress, has enlarged to
nine columns.
Go to A. G. Bush for boots and shoes
and save money.
Gold or silver headed silk umbrella for
$2.15, at C. M. Latham's. Greatest bar-
gain of the season.
Livy Buckner is having a free concert
daily, at his office. The beet musical
talent is employed.
Mrs. A. P. Campbell'. residence has
received a fresh coat of paint and is
greatly improved in appearance.
Headley Boyd, late editor of the Paris,
Tenn., Tribune, has' taken editorial
charge of the Clarksville Chronicle.
John Yocum, of Daviees county, an
inmate of the asylum, eloped Thursday
night. Dilligent search is being made
for him.
C. M. Latham has just received a large
shipment of genuine silk, gold and silver
headed, steel ferruled umbrellas, which
are for sale at $2.15.
Cadiz Telephone: There were two
Chinamen in town last Sunday—the
first celestials that ever visited Cadiz.
They came from Hopkinsville.
The contract for the building of the
new hotel at Elkton has been awarded
to a Mr. King, of Clarksville, at $7,650.
Building will be commenced at once.
The rock crusher erected by the L. &
N. railroad near the immense bluff
known as Gray's bend, Is now thorough-
ly under headway and turning out thirty
car loads of ballast per day.
Col. D. L. Johnson will deliver a lec-
ture at the close of Prof. Reaucham's
school on "reethetic culture." The lec-
ture will be a rare literary treat and
the people of Crofton and vicinity should
not fail to hear it.
Name the convention with a record
that will equal the one just held at Lex-
ington. There were only two delegates
of all the vast number in attendance
who succumbed to Lexington liquor
and there was plenty of It going, too.
Tuesday night at a late hour s thief
effected an entrance to the ticket office
agent's office at the depot and spprn-
pristed to Ills own use the Sum Pt one
driller and ferly•five 00111i f$1,411)
stun woe the prnperly of Louisville
Nashville railroad,
A yell hie been issued by the chair.
man for a meeting of the members of the
Democratic executive committee for the
second congressional district to meet in
Madisonville, on June 2, to determine
the time and manner of making a nomi-
nation for congress.
Christian county cast her vote in the
convention as follows: For delegates-
at-large, eight votes each for McKenzie,
Hendrick and Wattereon, four each for
Jno. D. Harris and H. B. Thompson;
for state electors, eight each for T. F.
Hallam and Jim. S. Rhea.
Madisonville Timm: Dixie Rhea,
living about three miles west of town
was chopping timber last Monday and
felled a tree accross two of his milk cows.
The tree went in an opposite direction
from what he had aimed. Both the vows
are dead and Dixie Is short of milk and
butter.
Moses Green wade, a LAI year-old col-
ored boy living on the farm of E. J.
Faulkner, five miles south of the city,
was severely burned Weinesday morn-
ing while standing before a fire. The
fire communicated with his clothing and
before assistance arrived he was power-
lees. He died at night from his injuries.
The case of Robinson's administratix
against the L. & N. railroad was deci-
ded Thursday after a long and bitterly
contested trial. The jury was out four
hours and returned a verdict giving the
plaintiff four thousand dollars. Judge
McPherson was attorney for plaintilt.
C. H. Bush was chosen special judge.
Chas. Daniel and Ike Bradley, both
colored, were fined $2 each before the
city court Wednesday for using Insult-
ing language. The authorities are de-
termined to break up this habit of con.
g-regating upon the street corners and
filling the air with profanity, and they
are right in the determination. The
people are with them.
A difficulty occurred Thursday in the
poistoffice lobby at Clarksville be.
tween W. 0. Brandon of the Tobacco
Leaf and Mr. W. R. Bringhurst, propri-
etor or the Franklin House. Several
blows were teased, when friends inter-
posed and prevented further trouble.
The difficulty has been satisfactorily ad-
justed.
The Madisonville Times says there
Is some talk that the Republicans of this
district, will nominate the lion. C. J.
Pratt, of Madisonville, for congress.
They could certainly do no better as Mr.
Pratt Is a man who le popular with his
party and would come as near polling
its strength as anyone..
Complaint comes to us from our Kelly
station patrons that the New ERA is
frequently several days old when it
reaches them, and the further complaint
that several issues of the paper have not
reached them at all. The fault is not
with the Hopkinsville poetoffice, of that
we are satisfied. The only way to ac-
count for them is the carelessness or
negligence of the mail agent, which
must be remedied.
Jas. A. Twyrnan and S. A. Chastain,
who for the past four months have been
recruiting in the glorious climate of
California, returned Wednesday night
bringing with them a young menagerie
and an aggregation of wild and woolly
western wonders. Among the collec-
tion was a pair of prairie dogs and a
shark's e.g. The shark that laid the
egg became too unwieldy and had to be
a beedosied.
Listen to the progress: "Elktou now
has six daily passenger trellis, the Chi-
cago of Todd, to say nothing of the al;
freight trains that come In and depart
from her depot every day. With a $10,-
000 graded school going up, a $I,500
hotel, a new braes band, a slight chance
for an Iron fence around the court-
house, two fine sulphur wells and the
E. & G., a trunk line centering
in Elkton, what may we not expect?
The subject, of electric light and a street
railway will likely come up at the next
meeting of the city council.
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf: The firm
of McGehee Bros. have rented of the
Elders the two stores formerly occu-
pied by Coulter Bros. and by Fox &
Smith, and will soon open in them com-
plete stocks of dry goods, clothing, etc.,
in the one and general groceries iii the
other. These gentlemen are now very
extensive and successful merchants in
Kentucky. They have stores each at
Belleview, Newstead, Longview and
Montgomery and are enterprising and
do a good business. We judge it is their
intention to make this place their head-
quarters and a distributing point for
their large business.
Steve Young, colored, who was placed
In the county jail to serye mit a fine for
pbtainipg money under false pretences,
succeeded Tuesday In making his ellOalie
from the work-house manager. He was
taken to the rock quarry In the northern
portion of the city and put to work.
While the back of the keeper was turned
Steve quietly pulled off his shoe, slipped
off chain with the ball attachment and
skipped for parts unknown. Steve is
the fourth prisoner who has escaped from
the work-house keeper since the estab-
lishment of that Institution. The
strictest vigilance should be observed,
and no prisoner permitted any liberties.
As a general thing the members of a
chain gang haven't the highest sense of
honor and a majority "hem would not
hesitate to abuse a confidence.
several
J. W. Wood, at Sinking Fork, is sell-
ing at cost hie stock of dry goods.
Mej. Breathitt who has been sick for
days past Is now at his poet
again.
Austin D. Hicks, who has been suffer-
ing with the measles, is out on the
streets again.
Frank McCarroll won the prize at the
prize drill of the Latham Light Guards
Friday night.
The farmers throughout the country,
are taking advantage of the recent rains
to plant tobacco.
The daily foot races in front of the
New Kea office are a source in: great
pleasure to their large audiences.
l'rof. J. B. Fitzhugh's school at
Church Hill will close with an exhibi-
tion on Wednesday evening, May 30.
The leafy month ofJ one approscheth,
and wedding bells will soon fill the
pulsing air with their mystic melody.
The new Bell building on Main street
will soon be completed. It will be a
very handsome and desirable bueinees
house.
The Switch board for the telephone
has arrived and work will be commenced
immediately towards getting things In
shape for work.
Rev. Thomas Bottomley went to Mad-
isonville, Sunday, and preached the
"Children's Day" Sermon at the Meth-
odist church there.
Mr. Geo. Stroube died at his home,
one and • half milers from town, Mon-
day morning. He was buried Tuesday
afternoon at the city cemetery.
An addition was made to the men-
agerie of Baruum's circus, Sunday. A
little camel was born while the train
was standing down at the tank.
Jno. Wright one of the thriftiest
planters in Christi& County, reeiding
near Sinking Fork, has planted thirty
acres of tobacco which is doing finely.
Mr. J. T. Harper, of Cerulean Springs,
has contracted with Forbes tit Bro., of
this city, to build his new house. It Is a
lock and key job, and will cost $2,300.
Katie Young, a little child of Mr, Ned
Price, died, at the residence on Virginia
street Sunday afternoon, The funeral
illliVictia Were 111441 at thy house st 4
o'4.1uvk, p. m, Moseley, Ronal at the
Oily monetary.
Jo Vrinkel and Will Cooper are at
work on the program fur the fail meet-
ing of this Driving l'ark AseociatIon.
Five thousand copies of the pamphlet
will soon be issued. They will issued
from the New ERA job-office.
There has been a continual battle all
year between the farmers and insects.
Scarcely had they succeeded in re-
pulsing the cut worm before that
troublesome pest is reinforced by the
army worm, and the war of extermina-
tion still continues.
The annual exercises of the Bethel
Female College will begin the sermon on
next Sunday. Examination Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday following,
with the commencement at Holland's
Opera House on Thursday evening,
May 31st. The friends and public cor-
dially invited.
McElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale
by the following merchants in Christian
County.
H. B. Garner,
G. R. Gaither,
Hopper & Son,
J. R. Armistead,
Clifton Coal Co,
W. H. Nolen,
W. H. Martin,
M. B. Miller,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Mannington, Ky.
Bainbridge, Ky.
Crofton, Ky.
Pembroke, By.
A successful raid upon moonshiners
over in Todd county was made Saturday
morning. Gus Moore, accompanied by
Lloyd Bloomfield, W. A. Wickliffe, Ed
Higgins, Tom Allen and 0. A. West,
started for the place Friday, which had
been pointed out by an ieformer, and
arrived at the still Friday night. They
hid in the bushes and as a man would
make his appearance he would be
nabbed. The capture was made about
ten miles this side of Greenville and the
officers destroyed three stills and about
900 gallons of beer. Thoee arrested
were Uriah Williams, Wm. Harlfson,
Marion Wilburn, Jeff Swaney, Starlet
Wells and Walter Carneal. They were
carried to Greenville and will be tried
before Commissioner Roark on Wednes-
day.
Monday afternoon a most thrilling
accident occurred at the Franklin street
crossing of the Louisville & Nashville
at Clarksville. A freight going north,
was speeding its way, while J. M. Felts,
a tobacco planter of Saddlersville, was
returning home after delivering k load
of tobacco, when a son of Fetus' elmouted
''there comes a train." Felts, who was
driving, became confused immediately
on the crossing, while the boy leaped
out. Almost instantly the engine struck
the wagon, throwing the entire rig twen-
ty feet off the track. The stop signal
brought the train to a halt, and Felts
was picked up with a badly bruised leg
and generally shocked system. Both
horses had both shoes torn off their front
feet. The wagon wee meduced to a pulp,
and one tire was carried away and has
not since been heard of. Felts was at-
tended to and sent home.
The association meeting of the teach-
ers of this, the second, educational dis-
trict at Eddyville last Friday and Satur-
day was a decided success. The dele-
gation from this county was as follows:
Messrs. John 0. Rust, C. H. Dietrich,
Mrs. Rosa M. Brabam, Miss Sarah Mc-
Kee and Miss Nora C. Stark, all of this
city, and S. L. Frogge, of LaFayette.
The speech of the occasion was made by
Mr. Rust. It secured strong praise from
thorse who heard It. One auditor claimed
that it was the best speech heard in the
Lyon court-house for years, which is
saying a good deal. Hopkinsville has
good reason to be proud of her young
orator. Mark him for a prominent
place among the (quire promineot men
of his native state. Mrs. Bram-
ham arid Miss Stark read papers which
were of a high professional character
and won many high and well-deserved
complimente. Of the nine county au-
perintendenta in the district only three
were present—C. II. Malor, of Trigg,
J. C. Glenn, of Lyon, and J. J. Glenn,
of Hopkins. The absentees need to be
awakened to a sense of the importance
of attendance on such umetings.
Louis Polk and Bailey Waggoner,two
colored brothers, made things interest-
ing up on Ninth street near the depot
Tuesday morning. Polk was cussing
around promiscuously and finding no
one else convenient and willing to take
It gave Waggoner a round. Brer. Wag-
goner soon tired, and seeing Polk had a
popgun, walked back to his place of
work, Wiley & Parker's butcher shop,
and got one., himself. Returning he
jammed it in Polk's face and called that
negro all the jaw-breaking names in the
yocabulary and dareti him to pull his
gun. As mon SR lie had tali& enough
he wept baele to work. This was be.
tween I and if o'clock In the morning
and at a time when ladles were passing.
Two were noticed who were compelled
to take to the street. The attention of
the police heretofore, has been directed
to this as one of the worst localities In
the city. At night one must pick a
way through, as the pavements are
generally crowded; especially Is this so
Saturday night. One of the merchants
up there informed a New KRA reporter
that there was no place in the city
where a policeman was so badly needed
and that he and others would be willing
to pay a stated sum each month to get
one who would keep things straight.
The council should remedy this, but ten
to One they Won't.
that the Latham Light Guards will win
one of the drill prizes.
A communication signed "Chippy"
fails to appear because not accompanied
by the writer's real name.
Pig Green contributed about $10 to
the city treasury Tuesday morning
Dieoderly conduct and profane language.
Ten cows with young calves for sale—
grade and full blood Jerseys.
W. W. W•eie.
The public school, at Lewis institute,
has been succeeded by • private one un-
der the direction of Miss Amanda
Brown, at Fairview.
C. P. Nolan's new brick store, on
Seventh street, Is being pushed to com-
pletion. When tiniebed he will remove
the stock from his present house into it.
The festive sneak thief Is about. He
hiss been seen indifferent portions of the
city seeking what he may carry off.
Lock all the doors at night, arid turn
Bull loose.
County Attorney Payne went to Crof-
ton, Wednesday, to prosecute some vio-
lators of the prohibition law. He was
accompanied by Lee Johnson, who went
to see the sights.
Jno. 0. Rust is booked for a lecture at
the meeting of the State Teachers' As-
sociation at Mammoth Cave on July Ith.
We understand the subject will be "Il-
literacy In Kentucky."
They are still boring for natural
gas at flopkinsville. What's the matter
with striking the New Eas editor.—
Clarksville Democrat. They are afraid
of getting blown up; that's all.
The Cerulean Springs Hotel will be
managed this year by Park A. Heaton
This popular resort will no doubt be
liberally patronized this year. The
whole house has been remodeled and
furnished in elegant style.
On Tuesday Judge McPherson over-
ruled the motion for a new trial in the
case of West vs. Cavanaugh, which was
recently tried in the common pleas court,
and a judgment of $285 damages ren-
dered in favor of plaintiff.
Rev. Sands, pastor of the Preeby tette!'
ohureli at Rushville, Ind,, on hie way
home from the south, spent a few lists
in lite city this week, slid preached an
ravellent permuth sills. Viral Prophy te•
Han Ulitiftili Monday 11111191111%.
'11rof, Payne, prluelp41 of the colored
public school, was arrested Tuesday fur
unmercifully whipping a little colored
girl, named Willie Davis Dis trial
was postponed utitil Saturday. The
little child's arms showed cuts sod
bruises which she said were made by
Prof. Payne.
Owensboro Inquirer: John Yocum,
who escaped from the ilopkinsville
asylum last Thursday night, has been
heard from at Nortorville, where he
tried to obtain a lunch Saturday. He
was refused because hie had no money,
and left, walking toward Central City.
It is thought that he is trying to get
back to till home near Whitesville.
The annual examination of applicant
teachers for the Hopkinsville Public
Schools will be held at the school build-
ing on Friday and Saturday of next
week, the let and 2nd of June. A large
clam of applicants is expected to be
present this year for examination. The
examination will begin at II o'clock in
the morning each day of its continuance.
Judge Landes, administrator of the
estate of James Bronaugh, deceased,
sold at public auction in front of the
court-house on Monday, a lot on the
South side of Seventh street, adjoining
the First Presbyterian church, belong-
ing to the estate. The 'price paid was
$1,300 and It was bought in by the
church to be used in erecting a parson-
age at some future time.
The County Medical Society met in
Dr. Fairleigh's office Monday, witti
President II. II. Wallace in time chair.
Dr. Dennis read a very able paper on
"Vaccination," and Dr. Stites one on
"Antiseptics." Both were discussed
at length and quite warmly. About
fifteen members were present. The so-
ciety meets the third Monday in each
month.
There waa a grand ball down on Dog
alley Monday night, which was well
attended by the elite of that locality.
The fun waxed furious and at the con-
clusion of the entertalione.it there were
several black eyes and swollen noses.
Louie Trice, colored, made himself too
promiscuous and was arrested and tined
$15 and costs, amounting in all to $22 25,
on Wednesday morning. He will break
rock with the gang.
Alf Wilson, the negro who it is said
was from this county and W110 murdered
Jeff Hancock near Geneva Imo Saturday,
is still at large. Three negroee have
been arrested and carried to Henderson
for identification, but all of them were
released. Wilson is said to have killed
a man in Nashville some time ago for
eighty cents. • reward its.. been offered
and if arrested he will likely be disposed
of by Judge Lynch.
The controctors for the Louisville, St.
Louis Texas railway will resume
work on the line between Henderson
and Owensboro at once, it having been
discontinued last November on account
of financial troubles, which have since
been satisfactorily adjusted. Workmen
are already engaged in quarrying .tone
for the Green River bridge piers, and
the structure will be completed before
the first of October.
The colored club of Crofton held a
meeting Saturday night, and a piciiis
Sunday. The vsrious candidates for
sheriff were on hand. Mose West was
circling around getting pledgee from
those who had not already pledged to
him; Gordon Hanberry, the indepen-
dent Republican candidate was there
with all his war paint on; Dave Wiley
was 11180 present, but too sick to make a
talk, and just announced himself as the
candidate of the Republican party.
Courier-Journal F. 1'. Poynter, as
guardian of Norbone L. Alexander,
filed a petition in chancery Saturday
against Belie Alexander, admInIstra-
trix of L. G. Alexander, deceased, and
others, on a judgment of time Christian
circuit court for $1,000, rendered against
the deceased In January, 1ee7. An at-
tachment was taken on a return of no
property found, and it was asked that
the defendant's Interest In certain prop-
erty WI Fourth street, near Main, be
subjected to the claim.
The circuit court at Elkton has made
a record which will compare favorably
with the best as violaters have been
made to pay the penalties In nearly
every instance. This tribunal has been
especially severe on murderers, robbers
and whisky milers. Jo. Limbaugh, of
Guthrie, was fined the neat little sum of
$1,700 for whisky selling. Sentenced
to the penitentiery are John Muir,
cutting and wounding, one year; Wm.
l'epper, breaking in house, four years;
Susan Hill, stealing, one year. The
grand jou hiss reterned some sifty-ave
indictments, two-thirds of which are for
selling liquor.
About 400 people went out to the
railroad tank Sunday afternoon to get a
glimpse of Barnum & Bailey's "Greatest
Show on Earth." Four trains passed
through, stopping just outside the city
limits to feed and water the animals.
They had the finest lot of horses ever
seen with a show, arid other animals is.
proportion. Men women and children
were there by the hundreds; even the
babies were on hand. The stock and
animals were all watered and fed and
of course could be seen free of charge •
by the curious multitocie. limy were
enroute to Evansville, where an exhibi-
tion was given yesteday. From there
they go to St. Louis. They come from
Louisville.
Beta are being placed in Nashville PREFERRED LOCALS
Buckner Leavell to the Front
Vt'itli the pleasing announcement that
lie has just received another large lot of
handsome Stationery, byfarth w 
this
e largest
and most elegant ever brought 
market.
Men's Straw Hats in endless variety.
The largest line of Childrens Strew Hats
this aide of New York at Shyer's Corner.
Our line of Toilet Articles Is simply
superb: Soaps from 50eta, per dozen to
75 eta. per cake—Pears's, Luben's Col-
gate's and other leading factories. Our
Perfumery Is unsurpassed, as we make
a specialty of this line of goods—Lublin's
Extracts, Colgate's, Palmer's, Lorenge,
Lunberg's and others. Ladies are
especially Invited to call and examine.
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
The Cheapest Place
FOR
FAMILY GROCERIES
IS AT
Williams & Elgin's.
Best Oriental flour $4
Choice country hams 
Choice sugar cured hams 
Breakfast bacon 
Best leaf lard in market 
Good N. 0. molasses 
Caromel Drip 
Best green coffee 5 lbs. for 
Church's soda 
Best 3 lb. can peaches 
blackberries 
25 per bbl.
12,.2cts
13eta
I ets
lOcts
Meta
 
60cts
$100
.5 cta lb
2ucta
lOcts
stringless beans... lOcts
" marrow fat peas 15cts
" 3 lb. can apricots 25ets
" Polk'e canned corn lOcts
One lb can standard baking powder
. 
 2(k•ts
Everything etas in proportion Free
deliver,.
Ruecl'ing In endless variety Fan's
Parasols and ilandkerchlefe, at Shyer's
Corner.
CROWDED OUT.
I regret to inform my many friends
that owing to the extra large invoices of
New Mummer Dry Goode received with-
in the last few (ISM we were forced to
for the liniment nnly, In abandon the pop-
ulist. elirap (4111111#t WM have Well MID
nine on long slid with PHA expellent
Emmet, In fact on rapidly hive bargains
been pouring In to us that now our im.
Itiefile double rooms are crowded to their
utnitert oapevity, Never In !lie history
of our b1111110141 Meer 1110 1111U11 iwouniu•
halms of heroine been pl•ted at our
disposal. We can du it and you can
rest assured we will give our friends and
customers the full beliefit of all we have.
Try us at once. Respectfully,
N. B. SHYER.
Cor. Ninth and Main.
Gents who are fond of a fine Cigar,
would do well to try one of our Pap-
;loom, Fanny Davenport, Patti Rosa,
Cuban Six or Old Time; they are all
fine. We are daily receiving fresh
Drugs and Medicines.
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
Ancther new line of Ladles Fine Shoes
and Slippers at Shyer's cornier.
Our stock of Artists Material Is com-
plete. Tribe Paint, Brushes, Crayon
Paper, 'freeing Paper, Inipremion
Paper, etc. BUCKNER LEA YELL.
Our Millinery Department is still in
full blast, notwithstanding the immense
trade we have had. New Stylish Shapes
added daily, also complete lines of Rib-
boils and Flowers still on hand, it will
not pay you to pass us by on this line of
goods this summer. SHYER'S COR.
ATTENTION, BRIDEGROOMS!
and everybody else that want cheap
FURNITURE.
We are now selling furniture CHEAP-
ER than ever before known. We have
in stock some very fine Cherry Furni-
ture to which we would call especial at-
tention. We have juat
Out Down Our Prices!
to almost nothing. Just come in and
see us.
. Undertaking a Specialty !
Our stock of Metallic and Wood Coffins
and Caskets is complete. GIVE US A
TRIAL.
ThOlp0A %loyal,
George (I. Thompson's old stand, No. 10
Main Street.
Novelties in Ladies and Gents Collars,
Cuffs, Underwear and Hosiery at Shyer's
Corner.
Mercbant Tailoring.
If you want a first class suit of clothes
go toGo RmAN,s
for good fits. tine trimmings and well
made clothes; he cannot be surpassed
anywhere. A choice stock of foreign
and domestic euitinge and troueering to
select from and prices reasonable. He
does strictly first-elites tailoring and the
public will find it to their interest to
patronize him.
T. T. OHM,
"THE TAILOR,"
No. 11 Seventh Street.
White Goods, Cream Goods, Tinted
Goode, Sombre Shades, Combinations
etc., at Shyer's Corner.
Wall Paper
And
Window Shades.
' Now is the time for
Spring cleaning and
you want to fix up your
home. Call at C. A.
Thompson's and see the
largest and finest stock
of Wall Paper and Win-
dow Shades in the city.
All the new styles,
pretty and cheap, at
Thomon't Hardware Store.
Hay, corn, Oats, Bran,
Feed teal aed Chitin-Food,
Stapli airatcy Gm:*
Seed Sweet and Irish
Potatoes, Lime 75c. per
bbl.
We have our own
wagon and deliver at
all hours. We deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.
SATINES.
The handsomest line of Fine Satin*s
in tide city in solid Summer Shades as
well as dark colors, lower than New
York cost, now on exhibition at Shyer's
Corms.
Preferred Locals.
OF INTEREST
—TO—
THE LADIES!
We ought to have told you
before about our handsome
Hamburg and Swiss Em-
broideries. We think we
have made a particularly
happy hit in embroideries
this season; not only in pur-
chasing at prices which give
us a chance to offer great
things in your purchasings,
but also in securing such a
profusion of prize patterns.
They are the cream of the
market. There isn't a poor
piece among them. All are
new, fresh, delicate, and as
neat as wax. You'll find
among them everything that
naturally comes into your
mind when you think of em-
broideries, edges, insertinFs,
all overs, flouncings, white
and in colors. In short, we
have the whole assortment.
We've taken pains in select-
ing them and its worth your
while to see them.
Bassett & Co.
A FACT
ThatCanotboDollied
John Moayon sells a better
class of goods for the money
than any house in the city.
His stock of
Dr yhou, Boti
.A.2•77Z S.S030111
are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If lie tells you
they are good you may bet
on it.
D. J MAW, H. C. Ballard.
looser & Ballard.
Stoves,
Grates,
Lime,
Cement,
Fire-brick, Hardware,
Queensware and House
furnishing goods. Roof-
ing and guttering a
specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty
will be pleased to see
his old friends.
At a Bargain!
We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at • bargain. The purchaser to re-
move both buildings at once.
For Sale
At a Bargain.
Two frame Cottages
on Elm street, east side.
Rented for this year.
FOR SALE
At a Bargain.
A brick cottage with
7 rooms, also a frame
cottage. Both build-
ings on the west side of
Elm street. They are
rented to prompt pay-
ing tenants for this
year.
For Rent.
4 cottages on South
Campbell street.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written to
first-class Ctunpanies, and prompt ads
tention in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
US.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-reeldents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Caths & Co.
Main street. Post-office building.
SPRING.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
TEE POPULAR CLOTEIERS,
Are Showing Styles that cannot and will not be equaled in this city.
30 Styles of Spring Overcoats!
Our assokment of Spring Suits and Pants are the pick of the very best
makes, and on the greater portion of them we control the
sale for the city.
Beautiful Soft Roll Sack Suits,
Elegant 3 and 4 Button Cutaway Frocks,
Light and Dark Colored Pants,
Stylish stripes and checks, stTlish in out. They are beauties. All these
goods are perfect fitting,' par excellence of the tailor's art." No
such line of garments were ever shown in this city.
We will be pleased to show these good whether you are ready to buy or
not.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Successor to Jno. T. Wright.
Glass Corner. Glass Corner.
Boy's Suits in all the popular fabrics, in Sacks and 3 and 4 Button Frocks.
Young-:-Lathes!
Do you want a graduating suit? If so do not
fail to call on the
LEADERS AND CONTROLLERS
OF—
Low Prices!
where you can find everything you want
suitable for the occasion. Fine Paris Mulls
all shades, fine French Lawns, fine India
Dimity, fine shear all-linen Lawn, Bulgarian
Lawns, Paris de Mull Flouncing, fine Swiss
Drapery, Swiss Flouncing, Mull Panelings,
French Batiste, Batiste Clare, French Organ-
dy, India Linens, cream Henriettas, cream
Bengaline, Albatross Cloths in cream and
white, Sabastapool Cloths in cream and
white, English Serge in cream and white,
Armure Silk in the most delicate tints, Surah
Silk all shades, Moire Silks all shades, Gilt
Braids, Braid Sets, etc., etc.
Gauze Fans, plain and hand-painted; satin
fans, plain and hand-painted; feather fans,
all colors; satin gauze fans, plain or hand-
painted; tine embroidered handkerchiefs,
silk mitts and gloves, kid gloves, cream and
white satin parasols, plain or lace trimmed;
Moire ribbons, all shades; Moire sash rib-
bons, cashmere shawls, all colors.
Young ladies, don't fail to come and see us.
We will paralize the strongest competion and
clerriGnstrate to the most skeptical that we
have the moral and financial courage to ren-
dia useless any attempts to undersell us.
A or to the Woofers of Bloci Hosiery.
We handle the only absolutely fast black
cotton hose made. We guarantee every pair
to be strictly fast black. If at any time dur-
ing the wearing they should fade or soil the
feet return them, and we will cheerfully re-
fund the money.
FRENCH SATTEENS.
Our stock of Satteens is reduced to rem-
nants of 10 and 12 yards lengths, and we are
determined to close them out at a sacrifice.
25c. per yard will be our price while they last.
Metz Timothy,
Leaders and Controllers of Low
Prices.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
C. T. TOXINS, Presidlionis 
J•Will W. FAX•PI, Cashier.
NOES' R0111118' &ling But,
COX COlea,rimaslirillet, wr45X1r1l.
Authorized Capital, $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian, Todd and Caldwell Counties, Ky. Accounts
solicited of Farmers, Merchants and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any
part of the United States, Canada or Europe.
All Business Promptly and Carefully Executed.
The Closest Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests.
Your Accounts Solicited. JOHN W. FLOli, Cash'r
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El in the Ring.
C. W. DUCKER,
Mumiutcc,
Cor. 8th aud Virginia
Same Oa stand.
llopairmaaSpocialty.
Partners Bring in Yocr Work and
3ave it Bsaay for
SF* Ilia 3 *it
, .
Ho Profits to be Divided.
Prices Lower Than Ever.
I have secured the 'services of H. F.
McCamy, of the late tirm of McCarny,
Route it Co., in the Blaeksenithing De-
partment.
Zmtuky Collqo,
HOPKINSVILLE,
attels Year Spring Term llo
Tuesdayl January, 24, 888.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS-
1 L s slit-Miss-Sneak, Latta. L. reek.
French., and German
3. SciariC11-031,1314•4111 ya,teal.
.S ENGIN Mi. &Zia.
4. COY W.
end Arilbltetfe.n14 fiookT- 5.
S. Moan AL Conatis-.Designed. especially,
for the instruction of those who e 3Per t teach
-Theory and Preens* of Teaching, Normal
Metbods, Graded sonata, School Government.
School Amusements, Tinbener's lastitutes. etc.
C. Pear AllareerwieftriChaART TR • 1111,40-
Reading. Spitting, ri tseeseravey, Arius.
inetle,ete,
7. Music and an?.
C. Two [Arens's* SOCISTISS-1.4ay Bead-
lag. Declamation, !incitation add Delitaitng.
S. Daily Reading and Wrists/ suismarein fur
pupil. in All iciartmenta.
Is Wont the oileds challenger corn partition
with any father erst-clam college or school
Monthly Reports met to parents and mar liana
Huth mass adailtioiL to the Spiv xo aim)
lespentatea Rooms. young :edicts taw" with
the President in soilgre banding. Yeses see-
tkmauma ma private amines. Pupils enterfa
mbool on the 1s1 of January. l, and Moral-
ice until the close of the sermon in June. will
receive one mona'sinitionlree. Tonna Mod-
 
. For further particulars. catalogues,
du. address JAMBI! E. toillOME
Prtnaidloat.
Prof. 111. L. LIPISCOM . P.,
A. .1. DABNEY Com.11.1.
.1  Utt'S Pills
FOR TORPM UVER.
tarp:4 Iller ilernagsse the whole
t.3 stem und pi-velure%
Sick Headache,
Zyspepsia, Costiveness. Rheuma-
tism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
-There is no better remedy for these
eommois disesteem thaw To Ws Lisa-
Pills., ass trial a ill pros C. Price, 23e.
Sold Everywhere.
GUS YOUNG,
-DIALZR IN-
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY!
Pistols, Fishing Tag
Hunting Outfits!
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES!
Gaup; gorpaar,„ opp. Planters Bank,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
Premium List
FOR NEW ERA
Drawing
TO TAKE PLACE
Sattriay, Oct. 6t1,1E,
One Improved Five Drawer Family Sin-
ger Sewing Machine, with all attach-
ments 1000
One One two-horse sprmg wagon,
?manufactured and guaranteed fl rst
claim by C. W. Ducker, Hopkins(
Ky., value.. $100 00
One eselfite" Sewing Maehine, finest
nate, four drawler'. all attachments,
*old and warranted by C. E. Wait, Hop-
kineville, Ey., value 
An elegant set of furniture, bedstead,
bureau and wash-stand. mid by Thomp-
son a Mcitevnoldr, flupkinsivi.le, anima
•xhibltion at their store, value 
$0 a
541011.
A handsome stem-winding Nold watch,
of lady, value  K 00
One share stock in the Owensboro
Joskey club, value  - 50 01
A 'Gale spring-Tooth sulky Harrow and
Cattivaser,” the bast combined implement In
use, value 45 00
A Sae breech-loader shot-gun, value
A first-clam, standard silver watch,
stem-wind, for pindlansan. said and war-
ranten by L. Gambit(' Clarksville,
Tenn., value 
A good fewej "oak
set of vesseitescost
Sint of Clothes....
One Lov
bench wed
:is 00
$00
iree.i veyju 11, va Via
.
mae.b.r•Zit
Oat Miesoeri Steam Washing Machine,
vales. 
Dry Geed,  10 00
Ovegs.  I so
litaInfir4 heereette Meade% 4 "
prise  IS 00
lime Library Cyclopsdia  5 00
Klegant Large Amain  1 se
Four Pound Gravity Beale.  5 00
A Patent Buggy-shaft Holder   I 10
• Premiums Si, be added  447 00
Total 
• 
$1,000 oft.)
Every inelliesenses foam Illrarty New gas
for one tear, at mete gets one ticket. 4tos.
webers to the Tat-Wesav, at 12.00 a year,
get two tickets, or for six months, 11.00, one
ticket At: Illopped Whew Insiorcripeilon
Z.rpireo. Call on or addrese
Wily Sag Co.
lloissras•ftsetity I BOTTOM FIGURES.
Absolutely Pure.
Ti'.- pow r :lever varies. A marvel of port-
y, strength ant •s'holmoineness More econom•
.cal than the ordinary kin Is, and cannot be 4010
ii cotnpetition with the multitude of :ow test,
Mort weight alum or pluninhate powder.. kid
eV, Os east. ROYAL 1311tlea PoWnife Co., MS
Wall Street. N. Y.
PRINCESS TEA
Has gene into the market solely on its merit
its fragrance and flavor will surprise you.
von SA 4.1330 T
Chas. McKee & Co.
1E33109P1EICMIA
Female College
Hupkinsville,Ky.
The Tall Tarn willopoatut SIONDAT, AU-
GUST at '47. An experienced faculty, thor-
iugh instruction and terms as heretofore. For
wrier information call on or address
J. H. MUST,
Itooltintartll S.4
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Cot. Clay and 7th.
Tea. W. SLAM
Drs. Fairlet &Blakey,
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Ogee corner 5th and Main.
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JOHN W. McPRERSON,
Attorney at Law,
ElOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY.
Will practice as heretofore In the Courts of
Om, Cninionwealtli, except the Common Pleas
Court for Christen county
JNO. FnLAa.. H. J. STITIA. Js0. Fal. A ND, JR
Feland, Stites & F.eland,
Attorneys-:-at-:-Law
HOPKINSVILLE, KT.
DENTISTS.
A.P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
Hopidnaville, - Kentucky.
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Crofton Denis.
stnseat Correspondence.
CaOlirioN, KT., May 17 -David L.
Barnes left here to-day tor Hanson.
The funeral of, Young Boyd will be
preached next Suuday at Old Mouut
Zoar, by Rev. A. C. Dorris.
This is a great and glorious country.
We enjoy the freedom of a mighty re-
public. We Italie inalienable rights that
no despot dare wail cheers. If we
have live !Mildred potitioe blips to get
out and can't get any 000 else to b is
we can do it ourgehee. I have Psi& Med
rho t xperiment Keil know that it is so.
Dogs invaded the sheep ranch of A.
M. Dulin and killtd severel before the
material for sausage e as nicely laid out,
tied tautton vs ill beet, no Earthed Inemat
live to muse that material to 'lei&
trout the moral ways oldie usualtean
1 have understood that Am Thota
Att. untie Usivermlist chin*, WM
preach the funeral of James C. Canner's
little boy at his residence in Tradewater
the fourth Stmiley in this month.
Probably one sixth of an average
tobacco crop has been set this season.
Dealers report that a great deal more
fertilizer hag been disposed or thir sea-
son than ever before.
Ellie Long, son of T. I. Long, who
has been confined to his bed for a year,
is thought to be improving.
1 tun glad to know that Mrs. Bowen..
of 'it bon' 1 made menthe) ist the lad, is
better. C. A. II.
CROFTON, KY., May 21.-Mrs. Roee
Winstead, nee Wilson, delivered a lecture
at the Methodist church here last night
to a large audience on the subject of
temperance.
W. T. Davis, Brant Powers, Squire
Geo. Myers, Jas. C. Cansier, Mrs.
Charlie Gray and Miss Emma Crabtree
went to Dawson last Friday.
Rev. Mr. Gant, of the Christian church,
is conducting a meeting at Empire this
week.
James Breathitt, D. G. Wiley, Gorden
Hanberry and Moms West, kept thinp
lively here Saturday, presenting their
ciatrus to the dear people.
Miss Mary Lewie died near Kelly,
Friday eveulug, of consumption.
Jelin Cross and James Kistner have
exchanged saw mills. Mr. Cross will
run at the present site of the Klatner
mill and Mr. Kistimer Will use the engine
he gets from Cross to run a separator.
C. A. B.
•44.
The Verdict Limaintoas.
W. D. Solt, Druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
testifies: "1 can recommeod Electric
Bitters as the very beet remedy. Every
bottle sold has given relief in every cage.
One man took six bottles, and was cur-
ed of Rheumatism of 10 years' stand-
ing." Abraham Hare, druggist, Bell-
vine, Ohio, affirms; "The best selling
medicine I have ever handled in my 29
years' experience, is Electric Bitters."
Thousands of others have added their
testimony, so that the verdict is unani-
mous that Electric Bitters do cure all
diseases of the Liver, Kianeys or Blood.
Only a half dollar a bottle at Harry B.
Garner's City l'harmaer.
Falleriew Notes.
FAIRS iztV, KV., May 21.-Hon. W.
B. Brewer is improving and adorning
his elegant residence. Under his direc-
tion it will be the most beautiful resi-
dence in the vicinity.
Rev. E. N. Dicken Is at Ghent, Ky.,
assisting Rev. Will II. Williams in a
protracted meeting.
R. A. Rogers and Dr. T. II. Patton,
of your city, were in town a few days
last week.
Henry H. Layne, of the I.. & N. rail-
road company, is in town on a visit to
his mother and friends.
Rev. T. F. Barnett preached at the
Baptist church Sunday morning and
night.
Will L. Dicken's new song, "Only a
Daisy," will be out July 1st. It is dedi-
cated to Prof. E. 0. Garretteon, Rus-
sellville, Ky.
It may interest the friends of Prof.
Frank B. Lewis t,o know that he has be-
come amesillar of the Logan county bar.
His clear, logical and forcible address is
too well known to the people here to
need comment. We feel confident that
he will succeed at law and our best
wishes will attend him throughout his
career. TOMMY HAWK.
T. I. N. C.
Don't sufter any longer, but use 'I'an-
tier's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the
only infallible cure on earth for all forms
of neuralgia and nervous
Rangurn Root Medicine ce.,
Wren, Nashville, Tenn. 50
box. Sold by all druggists.
headache.
Manufac-
cents per
Why Not I
The prospective meeting of the edito-
rial fraternity of Kentucky at Danville
on July 4th, gives promise of a large at-
tendance and an agreeable entertain-
ment. In addition to the lavish hospi-
tality extended by the people of Dan-
ville, a pressing invitation to visit Lex-
ington and test its entertaining powers
has been generously extended. Then
the proprietors of the Blue Lick springs
desire the association to sojourn two
days at that famous watering resort.
Also an expedition has been projected
to Pineville and adjacent mountain
demesnes. Our attending force may,
therefore, reasonably conclude that
round week will be consumed in "doing
the honors," on the occasion. And why
should not the patient, faithful and
overworked adjuncts of the press be per-
mitted to enjoy a brief yearly relaxation
from their incessant, illy paid and often
vexatious labors for the public ?-11en-
dergon News.
 4b. 
„ Of the good things of this
life are sorrowfully let
alone on account of Dyspepsia. Acker's
Dyspepeia Tablets will cure Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Constipation; sold on a
pasitive guarantee at 25 and 50 cents, by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsyllle, Ky.
• ----see _ _ _
What is the Object'
The 0. V. is making a bid for public
attention the object of which is doubt-
lees to attract the attention of capitalists.
This looks as if they had something in
view but what that something Is is the
the question we at Hopkinsville would
like to lassie answered. The Nashville
American says: "The Ohio Valley is
operating ninety-eight miles of road
from Henderson, Ky., to Princeton, Ky.
Its construction so far is equal to the
best. The principal stations on the line
are Henderson, Coryden, Waverly,Mor-
ganfield, DeKoven, Sturgis, Marion,
Fredonia and Princeton. There is, also,
a braueli road from Morganfield to
Cnioutown, on the Ohio river, of six
miles in length. The road traverses
one of the finest agricultural regions In
Kentucky. The coal fields along the
line are also among the best In the state.
The business of the read has been
good from the beginning, and has been
suffielent to more than pay all expenses.
Tiler* are six trains a day each way.
Col. James Montgomery, formerly su-
perintendent of the Bowling Green Lit
Memphis division of the L. & N. road,
Is general superintendent of the
r..4, Dr. P. G. Kelsey is president,
and Col. Jordan 011es secretary and
treasurer.
Attention K. R. L.
For sprains, bruises, rheumatism,
cramps, inflammation, swelling, cuts,
burns, etc., in man, and splint, ring-
bone, windgall, epizootic, scratches, etc.,
In horses, Rangum Root Liniment Is a
sure cure. The "King of Linimenti" Is-
tb', universal verdict. Never fails to
cure any ailment that can be•reached by
an external medical application. 60
cents per bottle. For sale by all drug-
gine.
What is this Diseas3 that is coming
Upon Us?
Like a thief at night it steals
in upon us unawares. The pa-
tients have pains about the
chest and sides, and sometimes
in the back. They feel dull
and sleepy; the mouth has a
had taste especially in the
morning. A. sort of sticky slime
collects about the teeth. The
appetite is poor. There is a
feeling like a heavy load on the
stomach; sometimes a faint, all
gone sensation at the pit of the
stomach which food does not
Wiisfy. The eyes are sunken,
thihands and feet become ()old
:tad clammy. After a while a
cough sets in, at first dry, but
agur a few months it is attend-
ed with a greenish-colored ex-
wctoration. The patient feels
ired all the while, and sleep
does not seem to afford any
rest. After a time he becomes
nervous, irritable and gloomy,
and has evil forebodings. There
is a giddiness, a sort of whirl-
sensation in the head when
rising up suddenly. The bow-
els become costive; the skin is
lry and hot at times; the blood
hecomes thick and stagnant;
the whites of the eyes become
tinged with yellow; the urine
is scanty and high colored, de-
positing a sediment after stand-
There is frequently a
:pitting up of the foo,17 some-
timea with a sour taste and
sometimes with A sweetish
taste; this is frequently at-
tended with palpitation of the
le; , the vision beeemes ini-d with spots before the
eyes; there is a feeling of great
orostreition Altil Wonkostaa. All
of these symptoms are in turn
ipassent. It is 6011,1 t that
nearly one-third of our popu-
lation has this disease in some
of its varied forms.
It has been fomid that phy-
I-Icians have mistaken the utilise
of this disease. Fiume have
treated it for a liver complaint,
others for kidney disease, etc.,
etc., but. none of these kindsof
treatment have been attended
with success; for it is really
constipation and dyspepsia.' It
is also found that Sker Ex-
tract of Roots, or *Other Sei-
gel's Curative syrup, when
properly 
in all 
tpre wil!! 
stages.
ronove
pthTspe
di
Care must be taken, however,
to secure the genuine article.
faU/ nWrir, km THANct:1770
Mr. Jolts C. Hemptinstall,
of chlithfinnas,. Cleburn Co.,
Ala., wiltel: "'My wife has
been so Inneb benefited by
Shaker Extract of Roots or
Seigel's Syrup that she says
she would rather be without
part of her food than without
the medicine. It has done her
more good than the doctors and
all other me: 144110M put together.
I would ride twenty miles to
get it into the hands of any suf-
ferer if he cif) fret it in lio other
way. I believe it will goon sell in
this State better than cotton.
TE8TI If ON V FROM TEXAS,
S. E. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Co., Mo., writes that
she had been long afflicted with
dyspepsia and disease of the
urinary organs and was cured
by Shaker Extract of Roots.
Rev. J. J. McGuire, merchant,
of the same place, who sold
Mrs. Barton the medicine, says
he has mold it for four years
and never knew it to fail.
SHE WAS ALMOST DEAD
I was so low with dyspep-
sia that there was not a phy-
sician to be found who could
do anything with me. I had
fluttering of the heart and
swimming of the !lead. One
day I read your pamphlet called
"Lifs 4),,o,,g the Shakers,"
which described my disease
better than I could myself. I
tried the Shaker Extract of
Roots and kept on with it until
to-day I rejoice in good health.
Mrs. M. E. Tinsley, Bevier,
Muhlenburg Co.,
For sale by all DOuggiate, or
address the propietor, A. J.
White, Limited, 64 Warren
St., Neer York. -
A man giving Ills name as Geo. H.
Harrington, who arrived Friday from
Bowling Green, Kentucky, was found
unconscious In his room Saturday night
suffering from an overdose of chloro-
form, lie told the police he had taken
the chloroform to relieve a pain. Ile
woe allbwed to go, on recovering con-
sciousness, but the police afterwards
learned that he told the attendants at
the hospital that his would get mere
chloroform and repeat time action. The
detectives were mot out to reeapture
him.
A Womails Discovery.
"Another wonderful diecovery has
been made and that too by a lady in this
county. Disease fastened its clutches
upon her and for seven years she with-
stood its severest testae, but her vital or-
gans were undermined and death seem-
ed imminent. For three months she
coughed incessantly and could not sleep.
She bought of us a bottle of Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption and
was so much relieved on taking first
dose that she slept all night and with
one bottle has been miraculotiely cured
Her name is Mrs. Luther Luts." Thus
write W. C. Hamrick 4 0o.,of Shelby,
N. C.-at NE/ 5. Gfirnes'apCity Phar-
macy 50 bend end a ilAal`per bOttre.
President Cleveland has a splendid
chance to get rid of at least one chronic
office-seeker now that American consul
to New Britain has been killed, and
perhaps eaten, by the sotnewhat erno
tional natives.
alVt, 'Wv.v‘Npat always hay;
Acker's Baby
Soother at hand. It is the only safe
medicine yet made that will remove aLl
Infantile disordenL It contains no Opium
or Morphine, bat give, the child neturei
oats /rem pain, Price 25 cents. Sold by
H. B. Gimmick, II opkinavIlle, Ky
Tbe people in some parts of Michigan
are still traveling over the ice with dog
teams. This looks as if there were a
good deal of latent Sherman sentiment
III Michigan.
Now is the Time
to use Hodges' Sarsaparilla with Iodide
of Potash, the great purifier for the
blood. A certain cure for rheumatism,
scrofulous affections, and all diseases
peculiar to females. Physicians recom-
mend It. Take no other. Mangum Root
Medicine Co., Manufacturers, Nashville,
Tenn. $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all
druggists.
Improvements at Cerulean.
Special orrespontlence.
Cerulean Springs, May '23 -Messrs.
S. W. Gunn it Co. will soon have this
nutmeg wateri lig place lie full blast.
Recently they have added a large two
story dinning room with eight handsome
suits of rooms on the etcond floor, a
new bowling alley, liatioing ball, two,
double lairs-ties relenting fell length and
surrounding all the ituprovenieute. lime
grounds are being einclow.d with new
piamik feince and every thing necessary is
being done to fully sustain the reputa-
tion of this noted summer resort. With
Mrs. Gunn and her daughter,Miss Mary
t superintend the culinary, nothing
will be spared to anticfy the most
fastidious taste.
Mr. J. T. Harper's foundation will
soon be ready for the hatideome reel-
detent Forbes it Bro. are to erect.
Mr. W. II. Nolen lets recently erected
a large Dew frame feed store amid sup-
plied it with full stock.
Bro. J. M. Bearfield is erecting it
dwelling for Mr. LaFayette Luster,
which will be completed this week on a
lot recently purchased of Bro. Beardeld.
Bro. Bearfield advertises a large sale
of valuable lots at public auction on the
3d day of July, else hie farm for sale.
Mr. J. S. White has recently erected
a large new stable and torn down the
old, one which adds to the view; lie is
also remodeling his residence, will
erect a new office in the yard, amid en-
close hie grounds with new fencing.
Mr. W. H. Nolen has recently erected
a cottage building for rent.
lino. Besrfield will soon complete his
handsome new brick dwelling.
Rica.
Buckles's Armies Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sore', Lloers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tettei, Chapped Hands,
Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pertect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
rli 
Casky Flak-bar Joints.
Tom Garnett attended the Interstate
drill at Nashville, Tuesday.
'I'. L. Graham made • businesa trip to
Guthrie, Tumidity.
Hart C. Bronaugh, of Clarksville, was
entertained by friends here Sunday.
Walton Porgy Esq., of Hopkinsville,
was the guest of his brother, Dr. Porgy,
last week.
'Pucker Williatns is cumin:led to his
room by Illness this week.
Quite a number from this neighbor-
hood attended the meeting at Vaughtm's
Chapel Sunday.
Jule Winfree went over to Clarksville
last week on a business trip.
Mr. Mallory and children, of Todd
county, were guests of N. T. Watson
last week.
Dr. W. II. Forgy spent Saturday and
Sunday in South Christian.
"Bake" Radford returned to his anx-
ious parents Sunday, having mysterious-
ly disappeared about ten days ago.
That dainty bustle found on the picuic
ground still remains at the express of-
fice unclaimed.
The army worms, though quite nunuer-
OW ill souse localities, are not doing
much harm as yet, except to backward
crops of wheat.
The station kids have rigged up a well
auger and are digging a well in John
Martin's yard. They dug ten feet, were
stopped by a rock; they then moved
to another spot amid had gone nine
feet when their auger got fast, causing
them to suspetel operations.
Tine station will soon be a fruit ship-
ping point tor the count to be proud of.
'file Col. has a pear and berry farm
which he is adding to every year, and
Will Whitlow will ship about six thous-
and bustmelmi of peaches this year, with a
proopeet of three times that mutits next
year. Of.p
The Battle Opens.
"Walk into my parlor said the spider to the fly."
Just at the moment any enterprise is
started to relieve the people of Ilopkitne-
ville and Christian coumy of the oppres-
sive burden of the L. it N. monopoly,
that pugnacious and enterprising cor-
poration steps in to thwart it.
It is to be hoped the good people will
not be turned aside from their efforts
for relief by such gaudy promises as are
now offered by that company. It can
mean but one thing-eternal subjugation.
Witim your western outlet clamed by a
branch railroad to Cadiz, controlled and
managed by the L. & N., the net work
of your destructions is complete. No
other railroad can ever,be built.. You
are in its power forever.
If you will eremt permit the L. & N. to
buittl this branch, you need not contrib-
ute a cent toward tile enterprise, for it Is
largely to Its interest to build it, and oe-
cupy the field to the exclusion of all oth-
er roads, without any contribution from
any source whatever except its own
coffers. The fact is it can afford to pay
a large bonus for the privilege, and
doubtless will do it, before It will let
any one she build a railroad In that di-
rection. It will be a tine feeder to its
line but it will never afford any relief to
Hopkinsville and Christian county. In
fact it never can be anything but an ad-
ditional heavy burden.
The people will be offered, very soon,
a proposition for a road to the Missis-
sippi river, which, with its connections
enroute there, will give perpetual com-
petition. The L. & N. Is aware of this
fact-hence this talk of a counter propo-
sition, apparently so very liberal. It
knows you are anxious to get from un-
der its yoke and that you will do most
anything to accomplish that purpose.
The same means were resorted to when
It saw you were about to vote a subscrip-
tion to the 0. V. railroad. It is to be
hoped you will pity just the same atten-
don to this that you gave to that.
ONE INTRRKSTED.
-4.
TV,e, ve,obsol‘why  Blood Aae;;;
I warranted, is because it is the best
Blood Preparation known. It will posi-
tively cure all Blood Diseases, purifies the
whole system, and thoroughly builds up the
constitution, Remember, we guarantee it.
II. B. Garner, Hopkineville, Ky.
• • 
Detective Bligh, of Louisville, re-
ceived a dispatch Tuesday morning tell-
ing Iiiin to arrest Robert Stephens, aged
eighteen, and Madeline George, aged
sixteen, an eloping couple from Bards-
town. Capt. Bligh caught the lovers in
the magistrate's office before they could
arrange for the marriage, and thereby
saved time boy from marrying his own
sister as it afterwards developed. The
couple were locked up until evening
when Mrs. Elise George arrived from
Bardstown arid told a strange story.
She had secretly married henry Ste-
phens, father of the children, and by
him had two children, a girl and a boy.
They became estranged and Stephens
moved away, taking the boy. She re-
sumed tier maiden name, George, sod
kept the girl. Sonic time ago her former
husband returned, and took up his resi-
dence near Bardstown, but did not re-
sume his place as husband. The chil-
dren, ignoratit of their relit tonsil iteinet,
loved and ran away and were only pre-
vented from marrying by the Interfer-
ence of the detective.
-mew • •111.--
When Baby was sick. ws gays her Crater*
in... she woe • Child, she cried for Castor*
When sh• became Miss, she clung to Castor*
"ben she had Children, she gays then Castor*
The cause of literature is receiving a
great impetus in this country now that
the Sherman, Alger, and Harrison lit-
erary bureaus have got down to work in
dead earnest.
NEIGHBORHOOD NOTES.
,c!arksyille Democrat.]
There's many a slip 'twist the cup
and time lip, especially when the jug
train to ilopkinsville gets wrecked.
On the 6th of June the young society
men will give IA magnificent ball and
balopiet at the Arlington Hutch.
At last the tobacco grow erg and farm-
ers have been made happy by abuildant
rale', amid it is estimated that the largest
crop of tobacco was set the last three
i11).1 in the wick thee has been put out
In our eeation for a iiiimber of yea..s.
Under time style of Hancock. Hellions
& Co., a new tobacco warehouo- firm
has been organized Hint inciiidee the
namee of stioh well known popular gen-
tlemen as T. R Hancock, C. H. Hal-
Intim, W. F. Ragsdale, J. '1'. Edwards,
anti IV. J. Fraser. This new flan will
occupy the Gracey warehouse, corner
Second and Commeree, which will be
vacated by Smith it Anderson just as
Et0011 as their mammoth warehouse is
completed. The men that compose the
!inn of Hancock, illallums it Co., need
no introduction to the people of the
Clarksville district, and will do their
ehare of the business of the coming sea-
son.
[Clarksville Tobacco Leaf.]
Cards are out announcing the mar-
riage of C. A. Gossett, the well-known
furniture dealer, and Miss Ada, daugh-
ter of W. T. Young, of this city, a the
Cumberland Presbyterian church Wed-
nesday eventing at 8:30 o'clock.
W. P. Bobo, at Sunflower Landing,
Miss., on the Miseiseippi river, writes
the Leaf that a small black bottle tight-
ly corked and containing a slip of paper
showing it to have been put in the Cum-
berland river at this place March 14, 1888,
was taken trom the river at that point
last Friday.
iHendersou Journal.,
S. D. McCormick lost a valuable race
stallion WetIneadey. Ile was ridden to
the toll-gate by • negro wIno hitched
him to a post. The animal broke away,
takitg a portion of the poet with him,
and in flight fell and broke his neck.
S. S. Brown, principal stock holder in
the O. V. road, and Authur Carey, of
Louisville, have been in the city several
days on business connected with the 0.
V. road. In company with President
Kelsey they made • visit to the spot
above Evansville, where, it is said, the
building of another bridge is contempla.
ted. Yesterday they made an inspec-
tion trip over time road to Princeton.
We have been unable to learn whether
or not their visit hail anything to do
with extending time road south. The
road is tmow being extended from the
cotton mill to the bridge, so as to give a
through route to Evansville.
On July 4th the Henderson Fair Com-
pany will have its greed barbecue and
races. It will be the event of the year.
feenceton Banner 1
A party left here Tuesday morning
over the Clarksville and Princeton di-
vision of the L. it N. fcsr Gracey, from
which place they will go to some place
on Little river for a fishing spree. The
following gentlemen composed the par-
ty: Cy Wilson, L. D. Carr, Conductor
Wooldridge of the C. db 0., W. P. Hen-
ry, H. M. Jones, J. K. YeGoodwin, Joe
Owen, W. B. Machen, Frank Dabney
and J. C. Cary. Sam Glover was car-
ried along to preside over the culinary
department, and as a general dispenser
of, etc.
W. C. T. I:. DEPARTMENT.
]The matter for this department is furnished
by the members of the Woisian'r Christian
Temperanoe Union. who are responsible for
what appears j
•••••••WW•N•••••••••••••W•Ow•ssosovv
The Y. W. C. T. U. will give a straw-
berry feast at the storeroom on the
corner of Main and Ninth streets, on
Thursday night, May 44th, 1555. Ad-
tnieeloa, 23 cretin.
Col. Woodford aentle froni California,
where he is tieing grand work, this item
showing how saloons "draw popula
Lion": A firm iii Yolo county, in order
to create or increase a boon', sent out
phamplilets, @ruing forth the attrections
of Yolo county. two back pages
were given up to the advertisement of
five saloons. Out of 500 sent out over
100 were retureed with these advertise-
ments marked as muuuchm as to say : "No
thank you; you have too many saloons."
Mr. Woodford mentioned a number of
towns where booms have followed prold
bition, and saloons have kept back Im-
migration.
Tint Looic OF HIGH Licaxec.-If the
the number of grocery stores In Phila-
delphia were reduced by law from 6,000
to 1,500, does any thinking person im-
agine that the consumption of groceries
would decrease in the same proportion?
Not a bit of it. The 1,500 groceries
would sell on an average four times as
much goods as the same number sold
formerly. So with the decrease ill sa-
Mena. This high license gives the men
who can raise the money the monopoly,
and the 1,500 sell as much liquor on an
average as the 6,000 did before.--Gran-
don's Graphic (Prob.), Charleston, W.
Va,
1. Politicians and political newspa-
per; will endorse high license to secure
favor with the liquor traffic. CunsCien-
tioue people will come to be Prohibi-
tionists.
2. No license law, e !nether high or
low can have any possible tendency to
diminish intemperance, because it never
diminishes the volume of liquor traffic.
Irrespective of the amount of the fee re-
quired, the demand for liquors, however
large, always has been and always must
be fully supplied, and "free rum" can
do no more than that.
3. High license legislation will cer-
tainly postpone the advent of Prohibi-
tion. It was Invented by on:icrupulous
politicians expressly for that purpose,
and was at lira and is now earnestly
commended to the lig uor trade, as tem-
lawfully ii not permanently a sure de-
lenge against it.
"fine time had gone a hen public
officers in this county can beeome part-
hers in crimes of the hover Gunners by
lending to it their official indorsement
-Pittsburgh Advocate.
Illinois dotes on Black, Morrison, and
Stevenson, each of whom wants to be
on the national ticket this year with
Grover Cleveland. Just niow this state
has so tuany favorite Democratic chil-
dren she doesn't know what to do. Why
will those three precious pets persist in
being PO amiable, so handeotue, and so
clever? Such conduct is very provok-
ing iti them. Two of the three should
loge tio time in proving themselves stu-
pid, disagreeable, and otherwise un-
woi thy of admiration. As matters now
stand those three paragons of manly
beauty, intellectual worth, and moral
splendor, perplex the good old state
sorely. While they are gracefully pos-
ing in each other's light it. is quite prob-
able that that unooutin Indiana fellow
or that other fellow from %Viscount)
will step in and gather the prize.
- - -s•
The latest rumor is to the effect that
Mr. Blaine is to be on his way across
the ocean at the time the national con-
vention is being held. The scheme of
his friends seems to be to have him just
at that time where he cannot. decline a
nomination. It occurs to us, however,
that In Ills present enfeebled condition
Brother Blaine would be likely to throw
up thenomination if lie got it in mid-(ea
In view of the fact that Helve Lock-
wood was badly defeated by Grover
Cleveland In the race for the presidency
In 1884, her party has shown sublime
faith In her ability to snatch victory
from defeat In placing her once nmore at
the head of its national ticket. She is
apparently the James G. Blaine of the
equal rights party.
PICTURESQUE HOLLAND.
The Dutch Kingdom Regarded as the
Moat Palatable of Countries.
On many accounts Holland is most
paintable. From tine point of view of
a landscape painter purely, without
reference to its figures, costumes or
interiore, as in the following notes, it
Is particularly interesting. One can
not paint the song of birds or the roar
of an angry sea; no more Cali the
most vivid word painting I resent the
subtile ditTere ice, of color between
this and less favored lands, or the pe-
culiar atmospheric effects of it. The
tendency of study in Hollend is to
make one a meteorological painter, in
distinction from a painter of mere
things, since its chiefest charm is In
Its atmosphere; but in no way, with-
out absolute color, can a rightful ex-
pression of this distinctive quality be
given. That which in other lands is a
cold gray. uninteresting, often repel-
Wit, here becomes an indefinable liar.
ninny, containing a depth and
richness or a pearly brill-
iancy, opalescent, sad-an indefinite
variety, each effect apparently more
beautiful than the last. The result oi
this luminous gray atmosphere is to
transform every thing, to change the
bugbear of "commonplace" into
mystery. and through its many grada-
tions to give as many charming mo-
elves.
Fog and mist, which in other coun-
tries painters rely upon to add the
mystery to nature, aro to be deplored
here, and are. fortunately, exceeding-
ly rare. It is not only in the distance
that the effects of this full atmosphere
is felt, but in the middle distance and
even to the very foreground, and it is,
perhaps, one of the chief causes of that
wonderful 'lone" which every oh
erver of the country, or of pictures of
It, must have noticed; indeed, it is
from this standpoint- -tone" stand-
point-that every intelligent effort to
produce a characteristic transcript of
these motives must be observed.
It is a common and great
error to think of Holland as
dark or gray country-a mistake
natural to those who have never seen
It, from the prevailing character of
studies of it, which are the outcome of
the fascinating gray effects common to
no other lands and which lead
painters to insist upon them. Light is
an individual and common quality of
the country; the days when its pearly
tones are most marked are the
brightest; a suffused brilliancy is ovet
every thing, and, had the objects in no'
tura less fine local color, less "tone,"
they might not be possible to paint.
These days are rare, sorrowfully rare;
but that they come at all is something
to be most grateful for. The simplici-
ty and grandeur of the face of nature
beneath this sunless, pearly atmos-
phere is a vision of vast beauty, so re-
poseful. so broad and so shadovless at
to snake one wish it might novel
change, since simplicity and nobility
are qualities to be desired. -Scribner'
Magazine.
CHINA'S GREAT WALL.
What General Wilson Thinks of Its Im-
portance in Case of War.
General J. IL Wilson reports the
great wall of China in fine condition
where he examined it, though ruinous
in parts. -It is from twenty-five to
thirty feet high, fifteen to twenty feet
thick, and revetted outside and in with
cut granite masonry laid in regular
courses with an excellent mortar of
lime and sand. It is surmounted by s
parapet or battlement of gray burned
brick eighteen or twenty inches thick.
The inside of the wall is made of
earth and loose stone, well rammed in.
Every two hundred or three hundred
yards there is a flanking turret thirty-
five or forty feet high, projecting be-
yond and overlooking the face of the
wall in both directions, and near each
turret is a stone stair-case leading
down between the walls to a door open-
ing upon the ground in the rear. The
most astoniehing thing about it is,
however, that it climbs straight up the
steepest and most rugged mountain
sides, courses along their summits,
descends into gorges and ravines, and.
rising again. skirts the face of almost
Inaccessible crags, crosses rivers, val-
leys and plains in endless succession
from one end of the empire to the other
-from the seashore on the Gulf of Pe-
Cluse-Lee to the desert wastes 11 01
Turkestan. It is almost impossible to
conceive of its capture except through
treachery' or gross neglect on the part
of those whose duty it should be to de-
fend it. It is laid out in total defiance
if the rules of military engineering.
and vet the walls are so solid and in.
accessible, and the gates so well .ar-
ranged and defended, that it would
puzzle a modern army with a first-class
siege train to get through it, if any
effort whatever were made for its do-
fence."-N. T. Observer.
eq
Preservation of Forests.
When a State or the United States
own large bodies of timber lands
these should be most strictly preserved
from cutting and fire and kept invio-
late as a water reserve for the supply
of the streams issuing from them.
Land already denuded of timber and
abandoned by the ltunberers should be
replanted. By a wise arrangement
the State might derive a large revenue
from the mature timber and the thin-
ning of the new plantings, and an
annual sum realized quite equal to
that for which some of the lands have
been sold. This is a matter which in-
terests farmers everywhere, and not
only farmere but every citizen should
be able to perceive that it is of vital
importance.-N. Y. Times.
-An Ithaca man has paid a note on
which the accumulated interest was
more than the face of the paper.
Lindsey Pentiergriuss, a well-to-do
young man of Davlsville, Ga., started a
quarrel with a negro named Sumner
Little over some directions regarding a
road to take to arrive at the house of one
of Pendergrass' relatives, which reseit-
ed In Little's killing Pendergrass.
Gov. Gray appears to be the sole idol
of the Hoosier Democracy. Uncle Joe
McDonald ought to have been aware
of this the other day and saved the
breath with which he declared that
Indiana's Democratic Mall was only a
goose. His attempt to cook time goose
was only laughed at.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The nriele and Largest Hotel mu the City.
- -
Kites $2.60 to 54.00 Per Day,
According to Rooms
Turkish and Russian Baths in llotel
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
VOK SIMIEU1Fr.
Altl. AVTII0IthlKli To hi:GI:lit J.
MOSES WEST,
pis a carol oleic for sheriff's( Christian counti.
Election. Ong Monday in August, Wei
WE ARE ALITHORIEED TO ANKOHN1K
D. 0. WILEY,
in candidate for Sheriff of Christian ioimtt, at
the August phantom. Ineet. subject to the action
of the Republican party.
-110.--
For Jodie Cornast•n Pleas Court.
WE ARE AUTHORIZIO To ANNitUNt
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
a candidate for the onice of .ludge of the court
of Common Pleas at the August blerill10.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNNOUNCE
JAMES BREATHITT,
as a rantlaIrte for Judge of the 4. ourt of Cm. 
nonPlow, subject to the action of the Repu Id 1-
can county couvention.
For Constable
WE ARE ACTI1ORIZXD TO ANNOUNCE
GEORGE G. BRADLEY,
• candidate for Constalde In the Itopansville
District. Klection let Monday in Altruist.
II NERVE TONIC.
P 
Celery and OiXe. the prominent ba-
frrvirclforilea. It otrengthens and
an the Ina and mad
ercom
al neisOrALTEthicinTIVE rilenL glesP-
ele
ompoun
It drives out the poisonous humo-• of
the blood purifying and enriching It,
and so overcomins those Mammas
Yr A LAXATIVE.At m cing ildlybM nutty cm the bowels
resulting from impure or Impoyen
tailed blood.
It ritiMs habitual coontipatIna, and
promotes• regular habit Itstrength-
mut the stomach, and aids digestion
d A DIURETIC.&recombined scientillcallywith otherIn In min posn the hest and mostactive diurencsof the lisderia Medics.
effts-tive remedies for Mammies of the
kidneys. It can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy eare.
neenelawf lesemosoals nosebags mesiest
hoe mean wb• he.. wed the nerdy anti
remarkable baneit. need be seculars. gems
The DEBILITA'rED aill moues**Pries Ili 4141 lied he Dragetes
The AGED. WE
LLS, RICHARDSON & CC., Prop's
BURLINGTON. VT
For The NERVOUS
T. 11. HANCOCK. E, r:otorltft , w. I. FUSSER. W. F. ItAw-i•
Hancock, Fraser itc Ragsdale,
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLARKSVILLE. TENN., HOPIKIN114111.I.F, K V.,
FlosetIng Exchange. 10k 11 Slain Street.
T. R. HANCOCK.
W. .1. ELY, . B
salesman. W. E. RAGSDA LI, stiletto
ook ..teeper T. It. FA IRLIIGH, Itts,4...kee1,er.
Special Attentitn to Sampling and Selling Tobacco. Libera, Advances
Made on Consignments.
All tobacco insured unless we have writ*n instructions to the contrary.
W. 0. WHELLELIR W 11. TAXON. Book-keeper
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Tobacco Yfarehouseinen, Commission Merchants anti Grain Dealers,
JOHN N. 11111.h
SEVENTH AND R. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal Advances on Consignments, All Tobacco sent us covered by I noun+ nee
T. IHER24DON. C R 1141.1.1MS J T. EDWARDS. TOM P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
wirobEa.c9.34:7. rirEed1emsria.253a.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKIAVILLE. TENN.
Cash advances on Tobacco in store, or in the hands of responsible farmers and dealers. All
Tobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is oo adrance, and
then withinu written orders sot to insure.
RE, C, 4)1.-‘7•315 Thar cox° 42, Tic•13sEs.c
Than any house in the Western Country.
NAT t. OTHER, Manager J. I. GANT, ssieeman.
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
I=Diaawriteres' X" CVILMEA 415 •
Tobacco and Wheat Comnalsoloa Iterchaat•„ RI .
W McGaughey, President. Directors: B. 11 Sante, M D Boater', IL Cr Sebree, T
Caine., M. Lipstine, A.G. Boales.
JULY etti
CEJTEJI1i oil isrilowillo put
BRAND JUBILEE celebrating the Settlement of the Northwestern Territory,
UNSURPASSED DISPLAY.
s11.01116S, WATS
vast LINS
LXCURSION RATES FROM ALL POINTS.
OWENSBORO ZVI CLUB
SUMMER MEETING, 1888----Jalle 13,14 151 16.
17:13E=C4C,fal-Izt .116...MILDIJEM :
FIRST DAV. WEDNESDAY, 315K 13.
I. Puree, $101; $35 to second. For 2- vear olds. One half mile .
3. Purse, tion; its to second. Fur an ages. Three quarters of a mile heats, Sin 3
3. instillers' Stakes-For S- year obit. $25 each to dart: of which $10 must accompany nom-
ination. :Nominations to close June 1, Isns,. $250 added; of which $50 to second: $2.5 to third.
Five furlongs.
4. Purse, $200; $25 to second. For all &gee. One mile.
SECOOD DAY, THURSDAY, JUNE 14.
1. Punic. $300; $25 to second. For 3-year olds. Three quarters of a mule. .
2. Purse VIM; $25 to second For all ages. Half mule beats 3 in I.
S. Citizens' Stakes-For all ogee $25 each to start; of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion. (Nominationa to close June 1, Hasa . $250 to tie added; or which PO to second', $2.0 to third.
Seven furlongs.
4. Purse, 5200: 121 to .econd All ages. One and one-aixteenth miles.
THIRD DAY, 1111111D•Y, JUNE is.
I Puree. 2200: $25 to second. For all age.. Three-fourths of a mile;
S. Purse, SSA: $23 to 14,e1/11,1. 0-or all ages. Five furlongs Sin I LI 3.
It. Merehanot' Stakes-For all ages. $25 to start; of winch $10 must •ccompanyMom Ina t ion
(Nominations tortoise June 1, Nal,. 1250 added; of which Liu to second, la i to third. P..e mule.
4. Purse. $300: $25 to second. All ages. Oa and one-eighth miles.
FOURTH DAV. SATUMDAV, JUNE Is.
Extra programme to be announced later.
No forfeit order system. Winners paid in full. Street cars direct to the
grounds. Ladies admitted free. Entry blanks and programmes furnished on
application to the secretary, at Owensboro, Ky.
F. W. CLARKE, flec'y CEO. V. TRIPLETT.
Owensboro, Ky. President.
The Rockport, Indiana, JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its Summer
Meeting 1 ---. on June 21, 22 and 2:1.
glorAiltilooilh Como to Stay
More Walter A. Wood Mowers in use titan any other make in the wor61,
They Do Better Work. Are the Lightest Draft. and Last Longer.
We are permanent S t., id- ii Christian county. for Waln.r A. Won't Diadem Reapers.
Mower. and Hay Rakes, the niust complete and highly improved line tier built bj any concern
in the world. For ease of inanagetuent and light draft they beat the world.
FarmersCall and See Our Samples
now up at the Marton Block W will keep a Nil line of Repairs for all Walter A. ti ass' ma-
chines previously sold in this county.
we are also agent& 10/t Li ugsland A Douglas'
Engines, Threshers, Corn !•liel ere :with or
%about shuck', Saw Milli &milli!' Supplies.
Please vie us a call before purchasing any tit' ng
In the alscyc hue.
Itespectfully,
W. B.& C, T. MASON;
lar aeon. 331ocic,
1-1=r1cin.s-v-111e. y
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